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ABSTRACT 

A study was conducted with third-grade children in 

a university laboratory school to determine the relative 

effectiveness of a method for teaching recorder in which 

the sequential objectives are logically ordered by Edwin 

Gordon's empirical model of learning sequence and a 

traditional method which stresses note reading. The 

criteria used for comparison were change in the level of 

developmental music aptitude and performance achievement on 

the recorder. 

A review of the literature supported Edwin Gordon's 

theory of developmental music aptitude which proposes that 

until about age nine, environmental factors can affect the 

level of music aptitude, and, at about age nine, music 

aptitude stabilizes. The review of the literature also 

supported the use of singing activities with instrumental 

instruction, and the application of verbal association 

systems to tonal and rhythmic patterns as pedagogical 

techniques. 

Treatment for the control group involved a teaching

learning procedure in which individual fingerings, pitches, 

and rhythm symbols were presented in isolation and 

assembled in playing songs from notation. 
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The method used with the experimental group 

involved a teaching-learning sequence in which children 

first learned to sing the song by rote. In learning to 

play the song on the recorder, each melodic and rhythmic 

pattern was isolated and initially sung or chanted. 

ix 

verbal association system was then associated with the 

tonal and rhythmic pattern. The notation representing the 

pattern was introduced after extensive aural and verbal 

association experience, and after learning several songs. 

Primary sources of data included: pretest/posttest 

using Gordon' s PMMA to measure developmental music aptitude 

change, and a rating scale test to measure recorder 

performance achievement. 

Results of the PMMA supported the alternative 

hypotheses that the experimental group had significantly 

higher mean composite and rhythmic increases than the 

control group. The mean increase in the tonal scores 

greater for the experimental group, but not significantly 

higher at the .0'5 level. Results of the investigator

designed performance achievement tests supported the 

alternative hypotheses that the experimental method of 

teaching recorder was more effective in all dimensions-

melodic, rhythmic, executive skills, and composite--than 

the traditiunal method. 



CHAPTER I 

'I;r:!:: PROBLEM AND THE STUDY 

Introduct ion 

The playin~ of instruments is an integral part of a 

balanced elementary general music curriculum. In addition 

to motivating children and enriching classroom activity 

content, the use of instruments provides an introduction to 

techniques which will later be used in band and otchestra. 

The strongest justification for the inclusion of 

instruments in the curriculum is that it gives children 

opportunity to e::perience, in immediate pedagogical 

situation, the elements of music in a concrete and 

sequential structure. Such experiences benefit children by 

developing a conceptual understanding of the elements of 

music and by developing a sensitivity and responsiveness to 

the expreSE i veness of sound. 

The soprano or descant recorder is an ideal melodic 

ins·;:rument for classroom use. Today, music educators find 

it more appealing than tonettes or flutophones because of 

its authenticity as a musica' instrument and its vast 

repertoire of original literature, both past and present. 

Other important advantages include the wider chromatic 

range and superior intonation. These, coupled with the 



rich repertoire, make the potential very great for 

continuing de"/elopment br..th in the music program and for 

the student at a later time in his/her life. Ftom a 

practical standpoint, the tecorder has a timbre which 

blends well with children's voices, is re-latively easy to 

play, and is inexpensive to buy. 

Need f~~~~.-!t.~ 

The recorder is widely used in school music 

programs. Most of the current textbooks which are designed 

for developing competencies to teach music in the 

elementary classtoom, such as !!e,.eriences in Music 

(Gelineau 1984), Teac~!!'!9...._CJ'!.i_l~ren Music~_F_l!n_d_~~~1:..!.Jl..f 

Husi_~_~I!.2..!!eJ:..1!~t! (Newman 1984), ~u..!..i_~i..!!.._t..!!!;LElem~~~a.!..I 

§.pJ!.o_oJ. (Nye and Nye 1985), and !!..'~£1!in~_Music (O'Brien 

1983) include a section dealing with the recorder. It is 

beyond the scope of these texts to outline an entire method 

of recorder instruction. The teacher or music education 

student is generally guided to a standard recorder method 

book. The instructional discussions in these texts are 

unified by the following commonalities: 

1. Recorder instruction is suitable for children from 

the thiz:d grade on up. 

By the third grade, most children are developed 

enough physically, mentally, and socially to 

benefit from such instruction. Hands are large 



enollgh to cover the record:er holes properly; 

children show increasing skill in fine motor 

control and can master tasks which require fine 

muscular coordination; mentally, children can work 

with symbolic systems; socially, children can work 

well in groups. 

2. The recorder should be used in conjunction with 

singing activities. 

In the early stages of instruction on the recorder, 

musical experiences, not technical dexterity, 

should be emphasized. A good example of an 

effective musical experience is the combining of 

singing a song with a simple recorder ostinato. 

Care must be taken not to overuse the recorder to 

the exclusion of other musical activities. By 

using the recorder from the onset with singing 

other activities, this danger can be avoided. 

3. The first pitches taught on the recorder should be 

B, A, and G. 

Single finger movements involving the motion of 

only one finger on one hand are the easiest to 

master (B-A-B or G-A-G). The next easiest are the 

movements that involve one hand, but only one 

finger at a time cant inuing in sequence (8-A-G 

G-A-B). (Peters & Miller 1982, p. 159) 



4. In the early stages, there is little need to couple 

playing techniques with reading. 

Children should first play known songs or portions 

of known songs by rate. Notation should be 

introduced after children can listen and imitate on 

the instrument. Coping with both the physical 

aspects of playing an instrument and the demands of 

music reading are beyond the capabilities of an 

average third grader functioning in a group 

situation. By engaging in informal rot.e playing in 

the early st.ages, both teacher and student can 

focus on establishing correct physical habits which 

are fundamental to good performance anc:1 continued 

progress. Another fundamental reason for starting 

with rate experiences is t.hat it provides valuable 

aural training and leads to an initial associat.ion 

of finger patterns with sound rather than with 

notation. 

It is this idea of sound "'elore symbol that is so valuable 

in teaching music to children. The concept, which 

reinforces a basic precept of learning theory, moving from 

a known to an unknown, has been advocated by Johann 

Pestalozzi, Lowell Mason, and recently by Edwin Gordon. 

Leonhard and House state in their discussion of principles 

of method, based upon an analysis of the psychology of 

learning, that: "Rich tonal experience gained through 



singing and playing •.• should precede and accompany the 

study of the notation. The best sequence moves from aural 

experience with tonal and rhythmic patterns to the notation 

which represents those patterns" (Leonhard & HOllse 1972, 

p. 395). 

In a review of the major recorder methods available 

today, the pedagogical approach usually begins with the 

reading of notational symbols. This approach shifts the 

emphasis from an aural base to one which stresses music 

reading or symbolic association. Furthermore, little 

consideration is given to the importance of linking 

auditory skills with psychomotor skills and establishing a 

relationship between hearing a particular tonal or rhythmic 

pattern and executing it accurately. 

Because of a rllsh to and a preoccupation with 

reading music, and the comparatively little attention given 

to t.he development of auditory skills in the curricular 

sequence of standard recorder method books, there appears 

to be a need for instructional designs more olosely tied to 

a music learning theory rooted in the aural aspect of music 

and based upon a definitive sequential learning process. 

Edwin Gordon, a leading learning theorist in music, has 

outlined an empirical model of learning sequence (Learning 

~1!~1!£~_}-E-_~sJ.~ . .L~~~k._C!..<?E...1:...e~.E...-!..~_P~t:..ter:n,!, 1984) which 

fulfills both of these criteria. 



Q.!.1!£~!.21!.<ln_~f Gordon I s Mus ic Learn i n9 Theory 

Fundamental to the music learning theory is what 

Gordon calls "audiation," the ability to "hear music 

silently, that is, when the sound is not physically 

present" (p. 11). The ability to audiate indicates 

readiness for the levels of learning which are divided into 

two general parts, "discrimination" and "inference" (p. 

21). It is important to note that lithe generic functions 

of discrimination and inference are not mutually 

exclusive. The two types of learning operate concurrently 

and differ primarily in the type of learning which is 

emphasized" (p. 29). "Discrimination emphasizes rote 

learning and inference emphasizes conceptual learning" (p. 

21). The hierarchical structure of learning consists of 

five skill levels of discrimination and three skill levels 

of inference learning. 

Discrimination 

1. Aural/Oral in which one experiences musical 

patterns th!'ough listening (aural), and movement and 

singing (oral). This is the most elementary form of 

learning. 

2. Verba!.. association in which one attaches vocabulary 

to what one has heard and performed at the aural/oral 

stage. Verbal association makes possible classification 

and aids in recall of patterns previously heard. 



3a Partial ~ynthesis in which one combines familiar 

patterns in familiar or unfamiliar order into coherent 

wholes and applies known vocabulary to what is heard and 

performeda 

4a ~~<!lic assos..~tion in which one attaches musical 

notation to familiar musical patterns a ~t this point, one 

hears what is seen and sees what is hearda 

5 a Composi te synthesis in which all aspects of 

discrimination learning are synthesized in the reading and 

writing of familiar music. 

Inference 

1. ~1'!.1!.;.!.li~ation in which familiar patterns are 

recognized in unfamiliar music. 

2. Creati vi tv/Improvisation in which fami liar patterns 

used in an original setting. 

3. Theoretical understanding in which one examines ~ 

music is heard, read, and notated as it is. This is the 

highest level of learning. 

According to Gordon, method is defined as "the 

order in which sequential objectives are introduced in a 

course of study to accompl ish a comprehensive objecti ve" 

(p. 11). In order for teaching to be effective, a 

sequential method should be utilized. 



The Proble,]! 

The recorder is widely used in the elementary 

school music curriculum. A common approach in teaching is 

to start with music reading (symbolic association). This 

does not follow the sequence according to music learning 

theory. Accotding to music learning theory, at the initial 

stage of learning, the focus should be on the development 

of auditory skills and extensive rote expetience with the 

instrument. 

~ose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was two-fold: 

1. To develop III method for elementary recorder 

instruction in which the sequential objectives are 

logically ordered by Edwin Gordonls empirical model of 

learning sequence; and 

2. To compare the effectiveness of the investigator

designed method with a traditional method which stresses 

note reading, using performance achievement on the recorder 

and change in the level of developmental music aptitude as 

the criteria for comparison. 

The Experimental Study 

Subjects 

The subjects in this expetimental study were third

grade students attending a university laboratory school. 



The third grade was chosen because: 

1. There is general consensus among music educators 

that recorder instruction is most effective from the third 

grade on up (Newman 1984, p. 233); 

2. The earlier one learns motor skills, the greater 

the potential for development (Gordon 1984, p. 216); and 

3. The developmental aptitude of most third-grade 

students has not stabilized. (p. 225) 

The total number of students was twenty-seven. The 

two groups were determined using random sampling and the 

choice of which group received the experimental treatment 

was determined randomly. 

Method 

The groups were instructed separately by the 

investigator during the spring semester of the 1985-86 

school year. Each group received four lessons of fifteen 

minutes duration each week for twelve weell:s. 

The control group was instructed using a 

traditional recorder method book, The Classro9~_c....2..r_der by 

Gerald and Sonya Burakoff (l970). The approach is 

traditional in that it begins with symbolic association. 

Each new note is presented as an isolated pitch for which 

fingering and staff position are given at the top of the 

page. Rhythmic symbols are treated in the same Tl'anner. 

The authors explain that "Musical symbols are included 



without explanations so that teachers can introduce these 

symbols in their own ways" (p. 1). Strong features of the 

book include a slow moving pace, a good sequence in the 

introd;.Ictlon of specific pitches, a clear and uncluttered 

layout, the use of folksong material, and the inclusion of 

words for the songs. Special techniques used by the 

investiyator with the method book included use of Cheve 

rhythm syllables and flash cards. 

10 

The experimental group was instructed using a 

series of investigator designed lessons and materials which 

were structured by the previously outlined empirical model 

of learning sequence of E. E. Gordon. Techniques 

incorporated into the method included use of the movable-do 

system of solmization originated by Guido d'Arezzo and the 

use of rhythm duration syllables developed by Edwin Gordon. 

The song material used in both groups was the same. In 

addition to recorder instruction, the experimental group 

spent five minutes at the beginning of each instructional 

period performing tonal and rhythm patterns through 

"singing, chanting, and kinetics (movement).n The purpose 

of these activities, which Gordon calls learning sequence 

activities, is to develop a sense of tonality and meter and 

to develop a vocabulary of tonal and rhythm patterns. The 

ordering of skills and content in learning sequence 

activities is based upon Gordon's taxonomies. (p. 199) 
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A pretest, The Primary Measul:es of Music Audiation 

(PMMA) (GDrdon), was administered prior to instruction. 

Following instruction, the same test:. was used as a posttest:. 

with the conditions of administration being the same as 

those for the pretest. Scoring was done by the 

administrator. The groups were tested together in order to 

insure identical conditions. This test (PMMA) served 

the measure of developmental music aptitude. PMMA is a 

music aptitude test for children from kindergarten through 

grade three. The test is in two parts, Tonal and Rhythm. 

Each part consists of forty test questions. These are 

recordings of short musical phrases in which the children 

are asked to choose the correct answer based on same or 

different. The reliability coefficients of PMMA for grade 

three are 9.85 ,9.86 and 0.90', for tonal, rhythm, and 

composite respectively. These coefficients were computed 

using the split-half method. The predictive validity of 

the PMMA composite score is 1J.73 with second- and third

grade children. (Gordon 1982, p. 41) 

In addition to the PMMA, an investigator-designed 

rating scale performance test was given following 

treatment. It used three five-point rating scales to 

evaluate melodic accuracy, rhythmic accuracy, and 

executive skills accuracy (posture, hand position, 

fingering. tone quality and articulation). The 

performances were video taped and evaluated by another 



music educator and the investigator. The reliability of 

the score for each dimension and for the composite was 

established by determining a coefficient of equivalence. 

The coefficient of equivalence may be calculated when two 

different teachers award ratings to the same students who 

perform the same music on the same occasion and may be 

interpreted as a coefficient: of congruent validity. "when 

two teachers award similar ratings, the psychological 

constructs of the rating scale are deemed valid" (Gordon 

1984, p. 279). 

The Hypotheses 

12 

Using Edwin Gordon's ~~.1!~~r~!!'..9..Uusic 

~,!£~ation as the evaluation instrument, the following tests 

of hypotheses were made. 

1. Null hypothesis (H,,): There is no difference 

between the control group and the experimental gtOUp (at 

the 0.05 level of significance) with tespect to the mean 

increase in composite (Tonal and Rhythm) developmental 

music aptitude scores, using PHMA to measute composite 

music aptitude. 

Alternative hypothesis (HA); The investigator-designed 

method of recorder instruction is more effective than the 

traditional method in increasing composite music aptitude 

scores. 



2. He: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0.05 level of 

significance) with respect to the mean increase in Tonal 

developmental music aptitude scores, using PMMA to measure 

tonal music aptitude. 

HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in increasing tonal music aptitude scores. 

3. H,,: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0.05 level of 

significance) with respect to the mean increase in rhythm 

developmental music aptitude scores, using PMMA to measure 

rhythm music aptitude. 

HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in increasing rhythm music aptitude scores. 

Using a rating scale test devised by the 

investigator to measure student performance achievement in 

three dimensions, Tonal, Rhythm, and Executive skills, the 

following tests of hypotheses were made. 

1. H0: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0.0'5 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the composite (tonal, rhythm, and 

executive skills) performance scores. 
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HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in developing composite performance skills. 

2. H0: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0.05 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the tonal dimension. 

HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 
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in developing performance technique in the tonal dimension. 

3. H0: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0'.05 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the rhythmic dimension. 

HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in developing performance technique in the rhythmic 

dimension. 

4. H0: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0.05 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the executive ski 11s dimension. 



HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 
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in developing performance technique in the executive skills 

dimension. 

l2.~ition6 of.-!!!..ms Used 

~~t!iate. The ability to hear in one's mind music 

which Is not physically present (Gordon 1985, p. 99). 

~r~l:..~~!..i:.!!.t'!.9..' Instruction in music which is 

geared to increasing one's ability to audiate. 

~~~a_~<!..~ sch~_l_. An elementary school at a 

uni versi ty at which experimental forms of teaching and 

learning are encouraged. 

Ti~!i!.!.'=-) .... ~;'I!..i:..I!~_~e~. "The analysis and synthesis 

of how we learn music" (Gordon 1985, p. 99). 

Meth~. "The order in which sequential objectives 

are introduced in a course of study to accomplish a 

sequential objective" (Gordon 1984, p. 9). 

Music reading. The translation of musical symbols 

into sound, either physically or in the mind of thp. reader 

(audiation of the printed symbol). 

R2.~!.._!.~arnin9. That which is learned by 

repetition. 

~raditi~i!!.~thod. The type of instruction which 

emphasizes the visual identi fication of musical symbols in 

isolation. 



Technique. Teaching aid or skill used to achieve 

the sequential objectives of a method. (Gordon 1984, 

p. 233) 

Summary Qi., Chapter I 
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The use of the recorder is often included in the 

elementary general music curriculum. A common approach to 

teaching recorder is in conflict with learning theory 

espoused by many music educators. Instruction often starts 

with and emphasizes music reading ratheL '!",han the 

development of aural skills and use of rote experiences 

with the instrument. 

In the hopes of devising an instructional design 

which would give children strong aural training as well 

a firm fOllndation in the basic technique of recorder 

playing, the investigator applied the principles of Edwin 

Gordon's Empirical Model of Learning Sequence in a 

beginning recorder program. An experimental study 

conducted to compare the effectiveness of this 

instructional design to a traditional music reading 

approach. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERA.TURE 

'fhe review of the literature focuses upon four 

which are relevant to this study: 

1. The nature of developmental and/or stabilized music 

aptitude in the eight-year old child. 

2. General learning theories which support Edwin 

Gordon's Empirical Model of Learning Sequence. 

3. The effects of types of instruction on the 

acquisition of rhythmic and melcdic performance skills. 

4. Method books for recorder. 

Definition 

As suggested by Lundin (1967), Davies (1978), 

Gabrielsson (1981), and Gordon (1984), the terms "musicnl 

aptitude," "musical talent," "musical ability," musical 

capacity," "musicality," and "musical achievement" present 

a problem of definition because they have been used both 

indiscriminately and interchangeably. 

Schoen (1940) states that musical aptitudes are of 

two kinds, one needed for musical reception and the other 
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for musical production. The first he calls "musicality" 

and the second "talent" (p. 151). 

Musical ability is used by Seashore (1919) to 

designate acquired skill in the use of a "capacity," 

meaning something with which one is born. "Thus, each of 

us has a certain native capacity for memory, but develops 

various kinds and degrees of abilities in the use of this 

capacity" (pp. 14-15). 

When discussing aptitude and talent, Revesz (1950) 

defines the former as "that inborn capacity of a person 

that enables him to realize and develop certain general 

specific types of behavior, properties, and capacities" 

(p. 141). "Talent indicates capacities far above the 

3.verage in a special field of human activity" (po 142). In 

music he identifies two types of talent, "creative" and the 

"reproductive-interpretative" (p. 144). 

Lehman (1968) more precisely states that: 

Musical aptitude is usually defined as the potential 
or capacity for musical achievement. Most authors 
use the terms "musical aptitude," "musical talent," 
and "musicality" interchangeably. The term "musical 
ability," on the other hand, refers to musical 
powers or qualifications which may be either innate 
or acquired. "Ability" takes into account achieve
ment ..... hich "aptitude" does not. (p. 8) 

Gordon (1984) states that "the words 'talent,' 

'ability,' and 'musicality' are used in a general way to 

describe 'musicianship'" (po 223). "Aptitude is a measure 
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of a student's potential to learn, and achievement is B 

measure of what he has learned" (p. 224). 

MajoE Trends in the Study of Music Aptitude 

During the past six decades, the study of music 

aptitude has been dominated by two ttends which are 

represented in the work and writings of Carl Seashore, 

James Mursell, Herbert Wing, and Edwin Gordon. 

~'!.~!.....!.~eas~~_i!~~-19491. The earliest 

research resulting in the publication of standardized tests 

of musical aptitude was carried out by Carl E. Seashore. 

(Lundin 1967, Lehman 1968, Hodges 1980, Shuter-Dyson 

1981). It was Seashore's belief that the nature of music 

apti tude was atomistic, that is, composed of separate and 

independent capacities. He writes (1919, p. 6), 

Musical talent: is not a single talent; it is a 
hierarchy of talents, many of which are entirely 
independent of one another. Therefore, the 
description of a musical mind reduces itself to 
the picturing of the relative prominence or 
latency of each musical talent. The talents 
naturally group themselves so that we have, for 
example, the tonal group, the rhythmic group, the 
motor group, the intellectual group, and others; 
and within each of these we may trace much detail. 

Other proponents of this theory include Schoen (19413) and 

Bentley (1966). 

!~i!!..1!.<!!..~ Mea~~~_~I!!.~~~alent (1919) 

consisted of a battery of five tests: ~~~!!I!.-~LP_itch, 

Consonance, and Memory. In 1925 a sixth test, ~'2~IL~.:~ .. 



~l!~, was added. A completely revised version, in 

collaboration with Lewis and Saetiveit, was published in 

1939. In this version the consonance test was replaced by 

a timbre test and the term "intensity" was replaced by 

"loudness. n Each of the tests (1919 and 1939 versions) in 

the battery was designed to measure the degree of acuity, 

based upon discrimination, for that specific musical 

function. The sound sources used were laboratory 

instruments rather than musical instruments. 
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Also fundamental to the theories of Seashore is the 

belief that musical aptitude is hereditary. He stated, 

"Musical talent, like all other talent, is a gift of 

nature--inherited, not acquired: in so far as a musician 

has natural ability in music, he is born with it" 

(1915, p. 1). He believed that environmental factors, 

including music instruction, would have little effect upon 

music aptitude. This view was reinforced by santon's 

(1935) findings in The Eastmi!!l.»....2.~~~!!i. Six hundred and 

forty-six children, enrolled in the preparatory division, 

from grades four th:t:ough twelve we:t:e tested ove:t: a pe:t:iod 

of seve:t:al yea:t:s using Seashore's Meas~. Stanton 

reported that: 

The difference between mean increases in scores for 
Tl and T2 gradually dec:t:eased with the advance in 
educational levels. The fact is especially 
significant in the conclusion as to the effects of 
musical training on test scores. The higher the 
level of educational development, and consequently 
the mo:t:e advanced the musical training between Tl 



and T2, the less the difference in mean increases 
in scores of T2 over Tl. It would seem that the 
effect of the amount and advance of musical 
training on test scores in the Measures is 
negligible. ----

Although Seashore's ~~ have been used 

extensively, major criticisms have been voiced against the 

tests. (Lehman 1968) Two of the points of greatest 

contention were the atomistic nature of the ~E!!~ and 

that the battery was based on acoustical rather than 

musical materials. 
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of a divergent viewpoint from the atomistic theory of music 

aptitude was James Hursell, an internationally famous 

author, music psychologist, philosopher, and teacher. 

Mursell believed in the existence of a broad and general 

factor of musicality (Lehman 1968). He maintained that 

"musicality depends upon and consists of an awareness of 

tonal-rhythmic configurations or tonal patterns and 

emotional responsiveness thereto" (Mursel1 1937, p. 323). 

Gordon (1911) believes this view has its origin in the 

Gestalt psychology with the emphasis on overall pattern 

configuration in perception. Seashore (1919) designated 

this theory as the "omnibus theory. n The omnibus theory, 

also referred to as the Gestalt or unitary theory, implies 

that attempts to measure aptitude are erroneous if it 

attempts to isolate separate parts instead of attempting 

to assess all parts in totality. (Davies 1978) 
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Mursell considered Seashore's Measu~!-L~~sical 

Talen~ as measures of isolated sensory capacities, with the 

exception of the measure for tonal memory. (Mursell 1937) 

He felt that:. the only basis for validity of Seashore's 

tests would be correlation between those test scores and 

actual music behavior such as sight singing or playing the 

piano. (Lehman 1967) In his "Lawrence Study" Mursell 

(1932) studied the validity of the Seashore Test of Musical 

Talent. The study employed two types of validation 

criteria, institutional selection and general measures of 

musical capacity. In the latez: category two criteria were 

used, applied music grades and estimates of musical talent 

by applied music teachers. Mursell found that grades in 

applied music and estimates of musical talent seemed to 

have reliability which he felt would be an indi9ation of 

good validation material. However, he found almost no 

relationship between Seashore test performance and musical 

talent as assessed by competent musicians " •.• and if this 

latter is not a good criterion, where shall we find one?" 

(Hursell 1932, p. 124). 

In regard to inherited musical ability, Hursell did 

not state his position in absolutes. He felt that 

knowledge of the inheritance of mental traits in general 

was not exact or well established. In considering 

musicality he wrote that the uncertainty was even greater 

due to the lack of appropriate tests and the small body of 



controlled investigation (Hursell 1937). However he did 

state that "marked variants of musical capacity are to a 

considerable degree -- though to exactly what degree we 

bave no idea -- due to heredity" (Mursell 1937, p. 331). 

Despite this view, which leans towards Seashore, Mursell 

did not preclude the importance of the effect of 

environmental factors in determining musical behavior. He 

stated, 

And while we ate not able positively to assert that 
for the vast majority of persons, environmental 
influences are more important than hereditary 
factors in determining musical behavior, there is 
simply nothing in the available factual evidence to 
compel us to take the opposite view. Certainly it 
is utterly absurd to think of musical heredity as a 
sort of nemesis which factually determines a level 
of musical achievement, or that we can tell a great 
deal about how far most persons are able to go 
musically in advance of achievement. II (Kursell 1937, 
p. 335) 
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!"-~~~tt~;'_S. Wing. The omnibus or Gestal t approach 

to music aptitude is reflected in the !!.!!.~Ildar<!.ized 

Tests of Husical Intelligen£!.. (Lehman 1968) Like Hursell, 

Wing believes that musical ability is a product of the 

whole mind, involving audi tory discrimination as well as 

the organization and transformation functions of the mind. 

His work is based on the assumption of the existence of a 

special musical capacity to deal with musical material 

which is innate. (Wing 1968, p. 3) 

Wing reached the same conclusion as Mursell -- that 

no satisfactory tests of musical aptitude yet existed. He 
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fel tit "necessary to compi le a comprehensi ve ser ies of new 

tests, to assess their relative merits, and to select a 

shol:t series of proved diagnostic value" (Wing 1968, 

p. 3). In the initial stages he compiled a comprehensive 

list of different types of tests of a musical nature found 

in the psychological literature. He composed a suitable 

test fOT each type of test and eventually selected, by 

empirical methods, those best suited for his purposes. 

This battery includes seven tests, the first thz:ee dealing 

with auditory acuity (chord analysis, pitch discrimination, 

pitch memory) and the last four with preference (rhythmic 

accent, harmony, intensity, and phrasing). The last fOUl 

tests attempt to measure sensitivity to performance. The 

medium for all musical examples is the piano. The test, 

first published in 1939, "was designed to pick out 

musically bright children at about the age of transfer to 

the secondary schools in Ol..~er to give them the 

opportunity, if they wished to avail themselves of it, of 

coaching in one orchestral instrument; the test therefore, 

attempts to measure both acuity of musical hearing and a 

sensitivity to performance" (wing 1968, p. 83). Revisions 

of the tests were made in 1957, 19601, and 1961. These were 

in part due to the research of Bentley (19S5). 

A final point upon which Wing shows similarity of 

thought with Hursell is that of the nature/nurture issue. 



My own oplnlon is that musicality is likely to be, 
in part at least, innate, although the overt mani
festation of the innate potentialities may be 
greatly influenced by the enviIonment. .J\.ny evidence 
in support of this view must be mainly indirect, for 
with no environmental encouragement to listen, sing 
or play, musical talents are not likely to manifest 
themselvesJ this performing: ability is always 
likely to be associated with favourable opportuni
ties, but does not prove, of course, that the two 
are cause and effect. (Wing 1968 r p. 77) 

Edwin E. Gordon (1927-). The Musical AptitUde 

~ofi1e (MAP), published in 1965 and authored by Edwin E. 

Gordon, has been highly praised for its excellenee in 
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construction and for its contribution to the study of music 

apti tude. (Farnsworth 1969, Hodges 1989, Lehman 1968. 

McLeish 1972, and Shuter-Oyson 1981) 

Gordon designed the MAP for students from grades 

four through twelve "to act as an objective aid in the 

evaluation of the student's basic music aptitude so that 

the teacher can better provide for indi vidual needs and 

abilities" (Gordon 1965, p. 12). In its construction, the 

MAP reflects aspects of both the gestalt and atomistic 

theories of music aptitude. (Gordon 1986) It is composed 

of three tests with seven subtests: (a) Tonal Imagery 

(melody and harmony), (b) Rhythmic Imagery (tempo and 

meter), and (c) Musical Sensitivity (phrasing, balance, and 

style). Eleven scores are possible wi th the battery, one 

for each of the seven subtests, one for each of the basic 

tests, and a composite score. The musical material used in 



the tests consists of musical examples composed by the 

author and performed by artist performers upon string 

instruments. 
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l\ three year longitudinal study (Gordon 1967), 

established that formal instruction in instrumental music 

did not have any significant effect upon MAP scores. These 

results supported Gordon's view that music aptitude is 

innate. (Gordon 1986) 

Attempts were made by Harrington (1969) to adopt 

aspects of MAP for use with younger children; the results 

proved to be unreliable. Gordon created his primary 

Mea!!.'!r_~~~:E.._MUSJ __ ~_~~q,~t-~~ (PMMA 1979) in order to meet 

this need for an evaluation tool of music aptitude for 

children from Kindergarten through third grade. PMMA is 

designed to act as an objective aid to the teacher and the 

parents in both identifying specific musical abilities and 

in providing appropriate music learning opportunities. 

(Gordon 1979, p. 1) 

As wi th MAP, PMMA reflects aspects of both the 

atomistic and Gestalt theories. The test has two 

dimensions, Tonal and Rhythm. Each part consists of forty 

musical phrases in which children are askeC to choose the 

correct answer based on same or different. No reading 

skill, either of numbers or language, is needed in order to 

take the test. The tonal and rhythm patterns used 

represent those which were determined by research to be 
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easiest for young children to hear. (Gordon 1979) The test 

items are performed on a Moog Sonic Six Synthesizer ane! 3 

Moog Rhythm Programmer. Three test scores are possible, 

one for each dimension and a composite. 

The Intermec!!.~te Measures of Music Audiation 

(IMMA), published in 1982, and also authored by Gordon, is 

an advanced version of PMMA. It "was designed to be used 

wi th a group in which half or more of the students score 

above the 80th percentile on the Tonal and/or Rhythm 

subtests of PMMA n (Gordon 1984). In content, construction, 

and format, it is similar to PMHA, except that it contains 

more difficult tonal and rhythm patterns. It is intended 

for use with children from first thtough fourth grade. 

As a result of studies with PMMA and IMMA, Gordon 

questioned the assumption that innate qualities rather than 

environmental influences are responsible for a younger 

childts (below age nine) level of music aptitude. He 

reaches the following conclusion concerning the source of 

mUfiic aptitude: 

Nei ther side of the nature/nurture controversy is 
correct. Music aptitude is a product of both 
nature and nurture. A child born with a high 
degree of music apti tude who does not recei ve 
appropriate early informal environmental influences 
will lose his potential. Conversely, a young child 
can profit from early exposure to music. The 
interaction between capacity and environment 
continues from birth or possibly prenatally, until 
about age nine. (Gordon 1986, p. 19) 
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The greatest gain in test scores as measured by PMMA and 

IMMA, due to a result of environmental music influences, is 

at around age five. Gain decreases the child gets 

older, stopping at about age nine. At this point, Gordon 

interprets music aptitude as being stabilized. Therefore, 

music aptitude measures before age nine represent measures 

of developmental aptitude, and music aptitude measures 

after age nine represent measures of stabilized aptitude. 

(Gordon 1986) 

Relevant Dissertations and Research Studies in 
Developmental Music Aptitude 

In an effort to further substantiate the concept of 

developmental apt i tude in chi ldren under nine years old, 

Gordon (1979) compared test from the PMMA of five to 

eight-year-old children who attended a private academic 

school and an extracurricular community music school with 

the standardization group of the PMMA.. It was reasoned 

that children who attended the private academic school, due 

to advantages of the out-af-school environment and good 

music instruction in school, were representative of those 

whose developmental music aptitude should be high. Test 

results of the community music school children were not 

predicted. These children had the advantage of attending 

private music or dance lessons; however, since most of them 

came from the inner city, their home environments were 

likely to offer limited cultural advantages. It was found 
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that all mean differences favored tbe children from the 

private academic school over the children in the 

standardized group. With the exception of the Tonal test 

of the five-year olds, all mean differences were 

statistically significant. The community school children 

scored consistently higher than the standardization group, 

but only the mean differences for seven- and eight-year old 

children on the Rhythm test were statistically significant. 

Gordon explains that the differences among the 

three groups are a result of early informal environmental 

cultural influences and innate capacities. The two factors 

appeared to serve as equalizers in the development of musie 

aptitude of young children. (Gordon 1979) 

In a simi lar study in which scores of inner ci ty 

primary children were compared wi th those of the 

standardization group, Gordon (1980') obtained results that 

were consistent with his earlier study. He concluded that 

these research studies gave objective support to the 

concept of developmental music aptitudes. Given this. 

Gordon states that consideration of instructional 

procedures in music for young children becomes of utmost 

importance. (p. 19) 

In two earlier studies, De Yarman (1975) and 

Schleuter and De Yarman (1977) came to the conclusion "that 

children's level of musical aptitude appears not to be 

influenced by early exposure to music--that nei theT. type 



nor amount of formal music instruction before the fourth 

grade affects young childten's level of music aptitude ll 
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(De Yarman 1975, p. 22). This in turn supported the 

conclusion that music aptitude is stabilized before age 

five or six. These conclusions were based upon the MAP 

scores made by fourth grade children, after varying periods 

of participation (six months to three years) in a school 

music program with a curriculum emphasizing aural/oral and 

kinesthetic development. De Yarrnan' 5 experimental results 

indicated that children, regardless of the amount of time 

spent in the program, had similar average levels of MAP 

scores at age nine. Shuter-Dyson (1981, p. 233) comments, 

"unfortunately, the evidence he puts forward has the 

disadvantage of being retrospective." 

Pt. more recent study (Flohr, 1981) supports the 

position that formal music instruction does affect 

developmental levels of music aptitude. In his study, 

twenty-nine children were randomly assigned to three 

groups. Two of the groups received 12 weeks of music 

instruction. One group (Music I) emphasized instrumental 

improvisation and the other (Music II) emphasized singing, 

movement, and instruments. The third group acted as the 

control and received no treatment. The PMMA was used 

pretest and a posttest. After treatment, the groups 

receiving instruction scored significantly higher on the 

PMMA than the control group. However, there was no 



significant difference between the experimental groups. 

Flohr (p.223) concluded that "Teachers may expect young 

children to achieve significant increases in their PMMA 

performance as a result of instruction. n 

Summary: Theory of Music Aptitude 
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Masic aptitude has presented a problem in 

definition because many different terms, such as aptitude, 

talent, and achievement have been used indiscriminately and 

interchangeably. Gordon offers a precise definition. He 

defines music aptitude as a measure of ones potential to 

learn; music achievement is a measure of what one has 

learned. 

Two distinct theories of the nature of music 

aptitude emerged in the first half of this century. The 

first is that of Carl Seashore, who felt that the nature of 

music aptitude is atomistic, that is, composed of separate 

and independent capacities. He held that musical talent is 

a gift of nature and that test measures of one's talent are 

not affected by environmental factors. 

An opposing theory, proposed by James Hursell and 

reflected in the tests of Herbert Wing, holds that musical 

ability is a product of the whole mind, hence the terms 

gestal t and omnibus often used to describe the theory. 

1\lthough both men felt that differences in musical 
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capacities were due to heredity, neither precluded the 

importance of the effect of environmental factors in 

determining musical behavior. 

In his construction of MAP, PMMA, and IMMA, Gordon 

has drawn from both gestalt and atomistic theories of music 

aptitude. As a result of research studies with these 

tests, Gordon has proposed a theory that music aptitude is 

neither solely a product of innate capacities 

environmental factors. Until about age nine, environmental 

factors can affect the level of music aptitude either 

positively or negatively. At about age nine, music 

aptitude stabilizes. This is in conflict with De Yarman 

whose research studies indicated that neither type nor 

amount of formal music instruction l:lefore the fourth grade 

affects young children'S level of music aptitude. 

LearninL!heori~l!~lectt!.~E!...d_"!.!..,!- Gord~'l:'~~!E...i_c~ 
~del at_Learning ~cruence 

Schleuter (1984) suggests that Gordon's Empirical 

Model of Learning Sequence is related to the general 

learning theories of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi and Robert 

Gagne. (p. 18) Influences of Jerome Bruner are also 

evident. This section will review: 

1. The ideas of the above mentioned general learning 

theorists which are relevant to Gordon's music learning 

theory. 
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2. Relevant applications to music education. 

3. Gordon's music learning theory. 

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) 

The ideas of the Swiss educator-philosopher

psychologist Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi have had a profound 

infllJence on education. It was Pestalozzi' 5 intent to 

develop teaching principles fo! the improvement of 

education, especially the education of the poor. He felt 

that only by self improvement, through education, could the 

quality of life be improved. Pestalazzi was not only 

concerned with the development of the intellect, but also 

with the development of the moral and physical aspects of 

men, in short with the education of the whole man. To this 

end he established a method of instruction which he felt to 

be compatible with the laws of human nature. His 

fundamental doctrines concerning learning and teaching were 

set forth in a series of essays in the form of fourteen 

letters, Ho ..... ~~t:.~.£..<!~_~~c:.~~~~~~~ldrel! (1801). 

Basic to Pestalozzi' s theory of learning and method 

of teaching is that observation (Anschauung) is the 

foundation of knowledge. He viewed the process of learning 

as moving from vague (unconscious) sensory impressions to 

the formation of definite ideas along a continuum of 

ascending degrees of consciousness which he described 



"precise," "clear," and "distinct" (Green 1907, p. 90; 

Anderson 1974, pp. 55-56; Sieber 1971, pp. 138-139). One 

moved through these levels by developing his sense of 

observation (Anschauung). (Sieber 1971, p. 139) Sensory 

impressions became precise by observing the object through 

what Pestalozzi called the "three elementary means, II form, 

number and language. He writes, "the whole sum of the 

external properties of any object is comprised in its 

outline and its number, and is bought home to my 

consciousness through language" (Anderson 1974, p. 58). 

Ideas became "clear" through more detailed observation of 

the whole, the parts being analyzed and labeled. 

Pestalozzi writes, " ••• by gradually learning its oth.gr 

qualities my knowledge of it becomes clear" (p. 59). 

Finally, through the synthesis of the parts of the whole, 

knowledge becomes -distinct." Pestalozzi writes 
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" ••• through my consciousness of all its characteristics, my 

knowledge of it becomes distinct" (p. 59). 

In the practical application of Anschauung, two 

principles were essential, self activity and actual sensory 

experience. (Green 1907, p. 94; Sieber 1973, p. 149). 

Tellstrom (1971) and Schleuter (1984) summarize the process 

of inductive learning as the method of whole to part to 

whole. 
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!F.E..!.!.s.i!.ti.'!.I!!..)~ .. ~fo!.usic. No attempt was made by 

Pestalo!:zi himself to systematize the instruction of music 

as he had done in athel:: areas. However, under his auspices 

this was done by Michael Pfeiffer and Hans George Nageli 

(18HI). Their adaptation is a combination of the 

educational objectives of Pestalozzi and basic musical 

knowledge. (Ables 1984,p. UJ) 

Early figures introducing Pestalozzian ideas in 

music in the United States include Neef, Haclure, 

Woodbridge, Ives, and Mason. (Keene 1982) 

LoweU .. Ji~'!c!I!_i~~!.872t. The most influential 

advocate of Pestalozzian ideas in music education was the 

teacher-composer Lowell Mason. He was widely known and 

accla imed not only for his teaching at the Boston Academy 

of Music and in the public schools of Boston, but also for 

his ma.nj publications which included textbooks on music for 

use with children, collections of secular and sacred music, 

and pedagogic"!l works. Two of the most important 

pedagogical works are the 'i~ual 0L~I!...-B~~~~A.E.,!<!emy of 

~~~i£.l.2£-1!!.~~cti~I)_J.!Ll!!..~..!.~~J!~J!L~~'!.l.-~;"l!.9..;"I!.9~ 

~he_~~f Pestalozzi (1834) and a series of articles 

"Pestalozzian Music Teaching" (lBss-lSs7). These articles 

were later published jointly with Theodore Seward as The 

Pest!!..~!.~'!..l!._~,!~!.q".1'..t!~c:.her (1871). Ellis (1955) suggests 

that "Mason I s relationship to the ~'!..nual is that of an 

editor rather than author" (p. 3). 



The pedagogical principles based on Pestalozzian 

thought which Mason incorporated in the Manual are: 

1. To teach sounds before 81gn5--to make the 
child sing before he learns the written notes 
their names. 

2. To lead him to observe, by hearing and 
imita.ting sounds, their resemblances and 
differences, their agreeable and disagreeable 
effect, instead of explaining these things to 
him--in short, to make him active instead of 
passive in learning. 

3. To teach but one thing at is time--rhythm, 
melody, expression being taught and practiced 
separately before the child is called to the 
difficult task of attending to all at once. 

4. To make them practice each step of each of 
these divisions, until they are master of it, 
before passi['lg to the next. 

S. To give the principles and theory after 
practice., as an induction from it. 

6. To analyze and practice the elements of 
articulate sound in order to apply them to music. 

7. To have the names of the notes correspond to 
those used in instrumental music. (Birge 1928, 
pp. 38-39) 

Choksy et a1. (1986) state that Mason viewed the 

stages of a child's music literacy tra~ning as follows: 

1. l:ote-singing stage, in which all songs are 
first sung by the teacher and then learned by 
imitation, without books 

2. rate song-nate-reading stage in which songs sung 
previously by rate are now sung following notes; 
simple notational skills are introduced 

3. note-reading stage in which songs and exercises 
containing the notes and patterns taught in stage 2 
are read and more advanced new reading material is 
gradually introduced. (p. 9) 
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In addition to the Ilse of tonic ~~ for melodic reading, 

other important pedagogical practices included nthe use of 

beating time and of body movement for teaching rhythmn and 

"an approach to rhythm reading based on patterns rather 

than on single note durations" (po 9). 

Jerome Bruner (1915-) 
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Jerome Bruner, a cognitive psychologist at Harvard 

University has developed a theory of intellectual 

development which includes three levels of cognition, 

enactive, iconic, and symbolic. (l964, 1966, 1976) 'side 

from being levels of development, these terms are used in 

the sense of modes of representation, by which aruner means 

" ••• an end product of a system of coding and processing" 

(1976, p. 327). 

In describing enactive representation, Bruner 

writes "1 mean a mode of representing past events through 

appropriate motor response" (p. 328). At this stage of 

development one learns through action, by reacting to 

external stimuli. Learning is based on the theories of 

conditioning and stimulus-response. (1966, p. ll) 

The iconic mode is based on representation through 

perceptual means. Visual representations, icons, stand fOl: 

the idea. Learning at the iconic stage is governed by the 

principles of Gestalt perceptual theories. (1966, p. ll) 
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At the symbolic stage, representation is based on 

words or some other system of symbols. Bruner suggests 

that words or symbols are the most efficient way of dealing 

with ideas. Symbolic !:epresentation is also the most 

powerful form of representation, and allows the learner to 

deal with abstractions. (1976, p. 328) 

These three stages of cognitive growth are 

developmental. "Their appearance in the life of the child 

is in that order, each depending upon the previous one for 

its development, yet all of them remaining more or less 

intact throughout life" (p.328). 

~~£.!!.ion~_~C!. Music. In her study, Boswell 

(1969), reviewed by Marchand (1971), investigated Bruner's 

theory of mental growth and developed principles in 

teaching for musical understanding. These were applied to 

beginning clarinet instruction. An experimental project to 

support the study was not a part of the research. 

Other discussions in which Bruner's theory of 

cognitive development have been adapted to music learning 

include O'Brien, 1983; Newman, 1984; Nye and Nye, 1984; and 

Swanson, 1981. The contents of these can be summarized as 

follows: (a) At the enactive stage of development, children 

should experience music through active physical 

involvement; (b) Pictures OJ: diagrams can be effective 

representations of aural stimuli at the iconic level; 



(c) At the symbolic level, aural concepts can be expressed 

by language or by use of notation. 

Robert Gagne (1916-) 
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The psychologist Robert Gagne has analyzed the 

structure of human intellectual functioning in terms of a 

number of distinct learning types ranging from simple to 

complex (1979). The eight levels of learnings, which are 

representative of both associationist approaches to 

learning (levels 1-4) and cognitive approaches to learning 

(levels 5-8) are: Signal Learning, Stimulus-Response, 

Chaining, Verbal Learning, Concept Learning, Rule Learning, 

and Problem Solving. 

In Gagne's hierarchical structure of learning, each 

type of learning is dependent upon the development of a set 

of intellectual skills. Each level of learning is also the 

readiness for achieving the next level of learning. (Gagne 

1970, p. 66) Aside from providing a structure for the 

learning process, the types of learning also provide the 

.1tructure for any subject content. (p. 245) 

~c~tj.£..n_IL!..~_"t'!.~l_~. Early attempts to 

incorporate Gagne' s eight levels of learning in the 

teaching of music were made by Gordon (1971) and Sidnel 

(1973). Their discussions essentially provide musical 

content e:liamples for each of of Gagne' s levels of 



learning. Gordon (1984) has presented a fully developed 

hierarchical structure for music learning, through tonal 

and rhythmic patterns, which has much in common with 

Gagne's learning hierarchies. Like Gagne' s, Gordon' 5 

hierarchies demand that each level of a skill is a 

readiness for achieving the next level of skill. (p. 84) 

In addition to the learning skill sequence, Gordon has 

outlined a hierarchical structure for tonal and rhythmic 

content. 

E!<!'~~~0-E...'!Q.!!~s~l:!..sic ~1l-Lt!L'!:.~ 
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Fundamental to the music learning theory according 

to Gordon is "audiation," the ability lito hear music 

silently, that is when the sound is not physically present" 

(p. 11). We aurliate in short series of notes or patterns. 

(p. 12) Ideally our ability to audiate progresses along 

hierarchical stages from simple recall to being able to 

recognize pntterns, and finally being able to anticipate 

patterns. Gordon writes " ..• the cyclic nature of the 

hierarchical stages of audiation suggest that when we learn 

music, we begin with an imprec::;e whole, then go to the 

specific parts. and then we return to a more precise whole" 

(p. 19). This is in agreement with Pestalozzi's theory of 

learning. 
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The ability to audiate indicates readiness for the 

levels of learning which are divided into two general 

parts, discrimination and inference. (p. ll) It is 

important to note that lithe generic functions of 

discrimination and inference are not mutually exclusive. 

The two types of learning operate concurrently and d! ffer 

pdmarily in the type of learning which is emphasized" (p. 

21). "Discrimination emphasizes rote learning and 

inference emphasizes conceptual learning" (p. 21). The 

hierarchal structure of learning consists of five skill 

levels of discrimination learning and three skill levels of 

inference learning which are described below. 

lli!.!...~~~l!t1li_~!q~Il£!~_~t!..t:!.t!!!.tl!.~~~· 

1. ~ur~!!~~!. in which one experiences musical 

patterns through listening (aural), and singing and 

movement (oral). This is the most elementary form of 

learning. 

2. ~rba1-..A'!I!..I!£!.ation in which one attaches vocabulary 

to what one has heard and performed at the aural/oral 

stage. Verbal association makes possible classification 

and aids in recall of patterns previously heard. 

3. Partia~'thes~ in which one combines familiar 

patterns in familiar or unfamiliar order into coherent 

wholes and applies known vocabulary to wl".at is heard and 

performed. 



4. Symbolic:..~~,!2.£!.~l;.ion in which one attaches musical 

notation to familiar musical pattern~. At this point, one 

hears what is seen and sees what is heard. 

5. ~l!e.2..site..!l.~thesis in which all aspects of 

discrimination learning are synthesized in the reading and 

writing of familiar music • 

.§.~ll-l~~'!!.!!!.!!s.._Sequen~e: In~~. 

1. ~~~'!.~!.2E.'!.tion in which familiar patterns are 

recognized in unfamiliar music. 
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2. ~E..~~_tivi.~!_~£ovi~ation in which familiar patterns 

used in an original setting. 

3. TI:!.E!~r~t:.!.~~_I!!!.~rstar.!.9.!.!!st in which one exami~"'5 ~ 

music is heard, read, and notated as it is. This is the 

highest level of learning. 

The sequential structure of Gordon's model of 

learning is in agreement with the Mason-Pestalozzi process 

of moving from sound to sign, and with Bruner's enactive

iconic-symbolic sequence, in that the sequence moves from 

musical experiences through action, classification of the 

musical patterns experienced in stage I, and finally 

representation of the patterns in a system of symbols. 

con~'!~_~'!!.'!.~'!i-_~l!~' The content learnings 

are divided into two components, tonal content and rhythm 

content. "We learn to give musical meaning to patterns in 

terms of tonality and meter" (p. 21). Each component 



consists of a hierarchical ordering of classifications 

wi thin the component (i. e., tonal: major, minor, etc.; and 

rhythm: duple. triple, etc.). For each classification a 

hierarchical order of patterns, organized by function, is 

outlined. (pp. 71-84 and pp. 117-128) The larger one's 

vocabulary of tonal and rhythm patterns, the more advanced 

one's power of audiation will be. (See Table 1. ~onal 

of meter differs from the traditional concept. Gordon 

(p. le:2) explains: 

Usual meter is determined by how macro beats (the 
fundamental beats in a rhythmic pattern) of equal 
temporal length are divided. There are three types 
of usual meter. If macro beats are divided into two 
micro beats, the result is usual duple meter. If 
macro beats are divided into three, the result is 
usual triple. If some macro beats are divided into 
two micro beats and other into three micro beats, 
the result is usual combined meter. Unusual meter 
is determined by how many macro beats of unequal 
temporal lengths, some of which are intact because 
they cannot be divided into micro beats, are 
grouped. There are four types of unusual meter. 

(Gordon 1985, pp. 117-128) 
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Clas~i~ica~~n 

Major 

Minor 

Dorian 

Phryg ian 

Lydian 

Mixolydian 

Aeolian 
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PatterI! Functi0I!-_________ _ 

Tonic, dominant, subdominant, 

modulatory, chromatic, cadential, 

mult iple, expanded. 

Tonic, dominant, subdominant, 

modulatory, chromatic, cadential, 

multiple, expanded. 

Tonic, subtonic, supertonic, cadential, 

characteristic tone. 

Tonic, subtonic, supertonic, cadential, 

characteristic tone. 

Tonic, subtonic, supertonic, cadential, 

characteristic tone. 

Tonic, subtonic, dominant, subdorninant, 

cadential, characteristic tone. 

Tonic, subtonic, dominant, sUbdominant, 

cadential, characteristic tone. 
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Table I I. Rhyth"! _~~~~'!..~.~~i!!..I!in9 Segue~. 

Cla!!~:iJ.~c:.~~~l!. ___ . ____ . __ . ___ ~~ttern Functi~I!- _____ . _____ _ 

Usual duple 

Example 

Usual triple 

Example 

Usual combined 

Example 

or 

Unusual paired 

Example 

Unusual unpaired 

Example 

Unusual Paired Intact 

Example 

Unusual Unpaired Intact 

Example 

Macro (J) and micro (.rJ) 
Divisions (.fffi) and 

Elongations (d), Rests, 

Ties, Upbeats. 

Macro (J.) and micro ( jJJ 
Divisions (~) and 

Elongations (d. ), Rests, 

Ties, Upbeats. 

Macro and micro beats, 

Divisions and Elongations, 

Rests, Ties, Upbeats. 

Macro and micro, Divisions, 

Elongations, Rests, Ties, 

Upbea ts. 

Macro and micro, Divisions, 

Elongations, Rests, Ties, 

Upbeats. 

Macro and micro, Divisions, 

Elongations, Rests, Ties, 

Upbeats. 

Macro and micro, Divisions, 

Elongations, Rests, Ties, 

upbeats. 



In Gordon's learning theory, skill learning 

sequence and content learning sequence are combined in the 

instructional process. Each content level must move 

sequentially through the skill learning sequence. A 

practical application of the learning theory is 

:!.ump Right In! The Music Curriculum (1986). 
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This music curriculum consists of two components, 

Learning Sequence Activities (LSA), and Classroom 

Activities. The Learning Sequence Component focuses on the 

learning of tonal and rhythm patterns. The ordering of 

skills and content is based on Gordon's empirical model of 

learning sequence. (1984) Gordon recommends that the first 

five to ten minutes of a class period be devoted to 

Learning Sequence Activities. The remainder of the period 

is devoted to the Classroom Activities component. These 

consist of "traditional" acti vi ties Sllch as singing songs, 

movement, and playing instIllments. The classroom 

activities are coordinated with the learning sequence 

activities. Children experience, in context, the 

tonal/rhythm content of LSA through classroom activities 

before it is extracted in isolation in LSA. (1984, p. 21n) 

This again is in agreement with the Mason-Pestalozzi 

principles in that practical experience comes before 

theory, and that theory grows out of that practical 

expedence. (Choksy et a1. 1986, p. 8) 



Two areas of music instruction are of particular 

significance: (a) use of the recorder (or other 

instruments) with singing activities, and (b) use of tonal 

and rhythmic patterns with verbal association syllable 

systems in the instructional process. 

Use of the Recorder (or other instruments) with Singing 
Activities 

As reflected in discussions of the use of recorder 

in current textbooks designed for developing competencies 

to teach music in the elementary classroom, the recorder 

should be used in conjunction ...,ith singing activities. 

(Gelineau 1984; Newman 1984; Nye and Nye 1985; O'Brien 

1983; Swanson 1984) 

'!~l.~<!I!.t:._~t:...\!..C!~~~<!~Ls_~rJ:.~~~. Nelson (1955) 

wished to obtain objective data concerning the value of a 

course of study for fourth and fifth grade children which 

combined both vocal and instrumental training. Five 

hundred students were broken into control and experimental 

groups. Treatment for the control groups consisted of 

singing and music reading through the moveable "do" 
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system. Treatment for the experimental groups consisted of 

class periods devoted alternately to instrumental and vocal 

training. The approach for the vocal portion of the 

curriculum was the same as for the control group. Each 
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group met daily. In an author constructed achievement test 

of music reading skills, the fifth grade experimental group 

attained significantly higher scores. The fourth grade 

experimental group scores were higher than those of the 

control group, but not significantly. Nelson concluded 

that the data strongly indicated that an integrated 

instrumental and vocal program leads to a higher degree of 

musical comprehension. 

Tatting (1976) investigated the effectiveness of 

teaching melodic aspects of music reading by means of 

dictation as compared to techniques and methods used in 

traditional music series textbooks. He found that both 

methods were effective, but that students who received 

sightsinging instruction and also took instrumental music 

lessons learn to read music more effectively than those who 

only received sightsinging instruction. The type of 

instrument on which the student was taking lessons had no 

significance on the effectiveness of music reading 

instruction. 

Davis (1982) examined the effects of structured 

singing activities and self-evaluation on elementary band 

students' instrumental performance. The experimental 

conditions included: (a) structured singing activities, (b) 

self-evaluation practice, and (c) the combination of both 

structured singing activities and self-evaluation 

practice. The control condition consisted of a 



traditional approach. Fifth grade students who engaged in 

structured singing activities scored significantly higher 

on instrumental performance. Davies concluded that 

structured singing activities aid significantly in 

developing instrumental performance skills. 

Use of Tonal and Rhythm Patterns with verbal Association 
Systems 

Fundamental to the investigator I s model for 

teaching recorder is a learning sequence proceeding from 

aural experience with tonal and rhythmic patterns to 
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written symbols representing the pattern. This approach is 

supported in the writings of Gordon (1984), Leonhard and 

House (1972). Petzold (1963). and Mursell and Glenn 

(1931). As suggested by Gordon (1984), use of verbal 

associations such as the tonal sol-fa system and rhythm 

syllables provide a systematic organization for a tonal and 

rhythmic vocabulary in the mind of the learner. (p. 33) 

Relevant Dissertations. Evans (1974), in a 

comparative study of four aids to instruction in teaching 

music with children who were eight or nine years old, used 

combinations of four teaching aids: (a) descant recorder-

staff notation; (b) descant recorder--staff notation and 

sol-fa notation; (c) voice--staff notation; and Cd} voice--

sol-fa notation. An achievement battery, administered 

aurally, consisted of a rhythmic notation test, a pitch 

notation test, a melody notation test, and a song 
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recognition test. The tests were administered twice, once 

after twenty training sessions and again after forty 

training sessions. Superiority of performance of the group 

that uBed combination (b) was observed on both first and 

second applications of the Achievement Battery. 

MacKnight (1975) developed a method of melodic 

music reading which emphasized the perception of tonal 

patterns as single units. Her sUbjects were fourth-grade 

beginning wind instrumentalists. The expedmental group 

was taught isolated tonal patterns in three stages: 

~fL.!. Aural isolation of pattern. 

a. Listen to a pattern. Then sing the pattern 

using tone syllables and hand signs. 

b. Listen to the pattern. Then sing the pattern 

using letter names and finger on the instrument. 

c. Listen to the tone pattern. Then play the 

pattern on the instrument. 

Stage 2. A.ural-visual isolation of a pattern. 

a. Listen to and read a tonal pattern. Then sing 

the pattern using tone syllables and hand signs. 

b. Listen to and read the tonal pattern. Then 

sing the pattern using letter names and finger the pattern 

on the instrument. 

c. Listen to and read the tonal pattern. Play 

the pattern on the instrument. 



~~~. Aural-visual presentation of a tonal pattern 

within a melody. 

a. Listen to and read a phrase. Then read and 

chant the phrase. 
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b. Listen to and read the phrase. Then sing the 

phrase using tonal syllables. 

c. Listen to and read the phrase. Then sing the 

phrase using letter names and finger the pattern on the 

instrument. 

d. Play the phrase on the instrument. (p. 7(3) 

The control groups learned the same pitches, but 

introduced to them one at a time in terms of note 

identification, letter name, duration, and fingering. Both 

groups used Cheve rhythm duration syllables. Based on 

scores on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale, MacKnight 

concluded that the students who were taught a series of 

tonal patterns attained a significantly higher level of 

musical achievement than the students who were trained in 

note identification skill. A.lso concluded was that 

instruction which focused on identification of tonal 

patterns, active involvement with listening, singing with 

tonal syllables, and chanting with rhythm syllables could 

lead to a high level of musical understanding as well as 

proficiency on the instrument. (p. 66) 
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Palme!: (1976) investigated the relative 

effectiveness of two approaches to rhythm reading for 

fourth grade students. The two approaches were those of 

Mary Helen Richards (based on the Kodaly system) and Edwin 

Gardona Fundamental to both approaches is the use of 

rhythm duration symbols. The 136 students were divided 

into three grou~s. Two of the groups were randomly 

assigned to classes receiving either Kodaly or Gordon based 

instruction, and the third group was the control group. 

The aggregate experimental groups had significantly higher 

gains in rhythm reading than the control group. 

On the subject of sequencing the presentation of 

melodic patterns, Richardson (1971) concluded that 

utilization of a structural sequence did not significantly 

influence learning a selected vocabulary of tonal patterns 

in comparison to learning the same vocabulary in random 

sequence. 

On the subject of content of tonal patterns, 

Jarjisian (1983) found that first grade children receiving 

a combination of diatonic and pentatonic pitch pattern 

instruction had significantly higher performance scores in 

rote singing achievement than eit:her the diat:onic or 

pentatonic groups. 



D1 Blassio (1984) instructed first-grade children 

in various combinations of tonalities and meters. 
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Groupings consisted of: Group I, major and minor; Group II, 

major, minor, dorian, and Mixolydian; Group III, major, 

minor, and atonal; and Group IV, pentatonic. The four 

combinations of meter were: Group I, duple and triple; 

Group II, duple, triple and combined; Group III, duple, 

triple, unusual paired, and unpaired; and Group IV, duple, 

triple, combined, uBual paired, and unpaired. Using PMMA 

as a pretest-posttest design, he concluded that no one of 

the four methods of tonal or rhythmic instruction was 

superior to the others. 

R~!J .. ~ __ ~r:!E!t:.I}.,~c!._B_~<!.~~_~r_Rec~rder 

The majority of the major recorder method baoles 

available today use a pedagogical approach beginning with 

the reading of notational symbols. (Some of the most widely 

used are: Ouschenes 1957, Kulback and Nitka 1965, d'Auberge 

and Manus 1968, Burakoff and Burakoff 1979, Newman 1970', 

Whitney 1970', Sevush 1973, Gamse 1974, Fischer 1976, 

Rosenberg 1976. King 1978, Hoenack 1979, and Weber 1985.) 

Three of the method books that are notable because they 

emphasize an aural or kinesthetic development are: 

1. Read.i:.1!i_c!'~i!Y..i:.I!9. Patterns: An ~ural-Vis,!'!.l:. 

Approach for the Recorde~ by young and MacKnight. (1972) 

This book uses a plan of instruction which follows 



MacKnight I S procedure for learning tonal patterns as 

outlined in her studyo (1975) It also uses the Cheve 

rhythm duration syllables as a rhythm reading technique. 
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2. The ~viduat Instructor by Froseth (1974) is a 

researched based instrumental series designed to facilitate 

individual instruction in singing, playing, and eurhythmics 

in the upper elementary or middle school general music 

class. The approach encourages the singing of material 

before playing_ Absolute note names are introduced 

immediately and students are encouraged to write in the 

names of the pitches underneath the notation. Rhythm 

reading skills are preceded by physical rhythmic activities 

such as marching, clapping and drumming. A rhythm syllable 

system, 1 ne 2 ne, and 1 na ni 2 na ni, is used for duple 

and triple subdivisions of the beat. 

3. ~-'!~..9.!!..~l!..~_'!:.1!.~_~n_~J!!!!eE-,=--a}._~r_o.3.!..~11! by Grunow 

and Gordon is currently being published. This series 

follows Gordon I s Ski 11 Learning Sequence. In Student Book 

1, equal emphasis is placed on instrumental readiness 

(singing in tune and moving the body to a consistent tempo) 

and instrumental technique. unique to this series is a 

home-study cassette tape. Music notation is not introduced 

until Student Book 2. 



Summ~a.. of Chapter I I 

The review of literature focused on four areas 

relevant to this study: 
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1. The nature of developmental and/or stabilized music 

apt i tude in the eight-year old chi Id. 

2. General learning theories which support Edwin 

Gordon's Empirical Model of Learning Sequence. 

3. The effects of types of instruction on the 

acquisition of rhythmic and melodic performance skills. 

4. Method books for recorder. 

Two distinct theories of the nature of music 

aptitude emerged in the first half of this century. Carl 

Seashore held the view that the nature of music aptitude 

was atomistic, composed of separate and independent 

capacities. Furthermore, musical talent was a gift of 

nature and not affected by environmental factors. James 

Mursell believed that mllsical abil ity was a product of the 

whole mind, hence the terms Gestalt and omnibus often used 

to describe the theory. A.lthough he felt that differences 

in musical capacity were due to heredity, he did not 

preclude the importance of the effect of environmental 

factors in determining musical behavior. As a result of 

recent research studies with music aptitude tests 

constructed for young children, Edwin Gordon has proposed a 

theory that music aptitude is neithe:: .;olely a product 
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of innate capacities or environmental factors. He believes 

that until about age nine, environmental factors can affect 

the level of music aptitude either positively or 

negatively. At about age nine, music aptitude stabilizes. 

Basic to Johann Pestalozzi' 5 theory of learning is 

observation which is considered the foundation of 

knowledge. He described learning as a process moving from 

vague sensory impressions to distinct ideas. In practical 

application of the theory, two principles were essential, 

self activity and actual sensory experience. Lowell Mason 

applied Pestalozzian ideas to the teaching of music in the 

United States in the early 19th century. Among the most 

important pedagogical principles which he advocated were: 

(a) to teach sound before symbol; (bl to actively involve 

the child in the learning process; and (cl to lead children 

to induce principles as a result of prior experience with 

them. 

Jerome Bruner developed a theory of intellectual 

development which includes three stages of cognitive growth-

enactive, iconic, and symbolic. At the enactive stage one 

learns through action, and at the iconic stage through 

perception of visual representations; at the symbolic stage, 

one can operate with words or wi th other symbol ic systems. 
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Robert Gagne analyzes the learning process in terms 

of eight distinct learning types ranging from simple to 

complex. Achievement of each level of learning indicates 

readiness to move to the next level of learning. 

Edwin Gordon has developed a hierarchal structure 

for music learning through tonal and rhythm patterns. Basic 

to this music learning theory is the concept of audiation, 

which is the ability to hear music silently. The hierarchal 

structure of learning consists of five skill levels of 

discrimination (rote) learning and three levels of inference 

(concept) learning. A practical application of the learning 

theory is the Gordon-Woods Jump Right In! The Music 

Curr)~.£ulum. 

Concerning the effects of types of instruction on 

the acquisition of rhythmic and melodic skills, studies by 

Nelson, Tatting. and Davis supported the value of using 

singing activities with instrumental instruction. Studies 

by Evans, MacKnight, and Palmer supported the application of 

verbal association systems to tonal and rhythmic patterns 

a pedagogical technique. 

On the subject of sequencing melodic patterns, 

Richardson found that sequence did not have a significant 

influence on the learning of a selected vocabulary of tonal 

patterns. Considering content of tonal patterns, Jarjisian 

found that a combination of diatonic and pentatoni.:: patterns 

to be more effective than either alone. Using four specific 
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combinations of tonalities and four specific combinations of 

meter as methods of instruction, DiBlassio concluded that 

one was superior to the others. 

The majority of the major recorder method books 

available today use a pedagogical approach which begins with 

reading of notational symbols. The methods of 

Young-MacKnight, Froseth, and Grunow-Gordon are of note 

because of an emphasis on aural or kinesthetic development. 



CHA.PTER I I I 

THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to develop a method 

for elementary recorder instruction in which the sequential 

objectives are logically ordered by Edwin Gordon's 

empirical model of learning sequence, and to compare the 

effectiveness of this method with a traditional method 

which stresses note reading. 

Guidelines for the Experimental Study 

Guidel ines for the method and materials were 

determined by: 

1. The theoretical base of Edwin Gordon' 5 empirical 

model of music learning sequence. 

2. The nature of the study. 

~}_del ines .P_~t:.~~~e~2..rdon ·~~Tl!E..i..rj.c...!.l __ Model 

2.~.l!~~r}!i..!!.9.._5equence. The sequential objectives of the 

method had to be consistent with the hierarchal structure 

of Gordon's skill learning sequence. In practical 

application this meant that: 

1. Before learning to playa song the recorder, the 

song must first be learned as a whole, by rote, vocally. 
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2. The individual melodic and rhythmic patterns of the 

song must be learned also, by rote, by singing, and by 

chanting. 

3. Verbal association systems must be attached to 

melodic and rhythmic patterns of the song. 

4. The melodic content of a phrase must be taught 

without rhythm, and the rhythmic content without melody. 

only after each is learned independently are they combined. 

S. Symbolic association (notation) can be introduced 

only after the children have aurally developed a vocabulary 

of tonal and rhythm patterns through leatning several 

simple songs on the recorder. 

Guideli'.!!!!. DetermLl!.~~li<!.~E.~..!1!.~_~. 

Because the instructional design was intended for third

grade children, the lessons needed to be relatively short 

and frequent. The attention span of this age child is 

limited. Also, it was felt that regular outside practice 

could not be expected. Finally, since recorder study is 

only one of several components in a general music 

curriculum, the lessons were designed to allow another 

activity in a half-hour music period. 

Since the time allotment for the study was fourteen 

weeks, the number of songs included in each unit to 

reinforce melodic and rhythmic learnings was limited. 
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The Sample 

The subjects of the study were third-grade children 

attending a laboratory school at a regional midwestern 

university. All twenty-eight students were in the same 

class and had the sa~e supervising teacher. These chi ldren 

were also taught by many college practicum students and 

student teachers. /Ul of the students had been exposed to 

a classroom general music program for two years. 

listed in 

alphabetic order by last name and numbered from In to 28. 

Columns 1 and 2 of a random number table (Sincich 1982, 

p. 560) were examined and when the two digits in the 

columns formed a number from fl'l to 28 the student with this 

number was included in a group. This process was continued 

until the group had fourteen members. The second group 

consisted of the remaining fourteen students. The choice 

of the group to receive the experimental treatment was 

determined by the toss of a coin. (See Table IJI on p. 62) 

Although there were fourteen children in each group 

at the beginning of the semester, one child in the 

experimental group was taken out of school shortly before 

the end of the study. This left thirteen children in the 

experimental group and fourteen children in the control 

group at the time of posttesting. A.ll pretest statistics 

for the experimental group were recalculated excluding the 

scores of the child who left. 



Table II I. Dete~'!!..I!"!tio~Q!.~':!E..~. 

Stude~1:.~ 

31 A. J 15 G, K 
32 A, B 16 H, J 
33 B. S 17 J, J 
34 B, e 18 K, 0 
35 B. R 19 L. A 
36 e, S 20 H, J 
37 e, S 21 H, H 
38 e. J 22 H, S 
39 0, J 23 H. 0 
13 O. A 24 H, E 
11 0, L 25 ., e 
12 0, A 26 R, B 
13 0, J 27 S, S 
14 O. E 28 T. R 

Columns 1 and 2: 10' 22 24 42 37 77 99 96 89 85 28 63 0'9 
10 Wf 5T 02 31 52 07 48 54 32 29 32 8T 
29 00 05 9T 00 30 69 25 39 91 17 46 92 
!! 98 34 73 53 76 93 64 ~ 95 .IT 

~~~ Group I I 

13 22 03 18 
24 28 04 19 
39 37 35 23 
32 31 11 21 
35 25 12 23 
17 14 13 26 
38 15 16 27 

~ual i ty of Groups. The two groups were compared 

using: age; sex; previous and concurrent musical 

experiences; and raw scores of the primary Measures of 

on p. 63) 
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_____________ . ________ ~ont:rol _ Experimental 

~~~~I!~~~_~~1.!t!t!.I!.t:.I!. ______ ~ ____ l! ________ ._l:l 

~9.~...!n._fo!~'!'=-1!.!!. ______ ._. _________ ~_!.~~ _____ 1I'a;8.84 

Sex; 

Female 

_r-ta1e ____________________________ .8 ______________ .6. 

PMMl\ (pretest raw score): 

Tonal 

Rhythm 

36.35 

32.92 

37.00 

32.69 

_ ~<?'!!e.2.~ i ~El __ . _______ • _______ • ___ ~~.1.~ ___ . _______ ~.:.ll 

Music experiences out of school: 

Piano or violin 

_.~~~t?.1!.._c_~~ ___________________ 2 ___ . _________ ~ 

~J!!.l1\_.!~_~~~l.)_~L~_~~. The groups were 

assumed to be equal because they were comparable with 

respect: to the following variables: 

1. school environment; 

2. Musical experiences in and out of school; 

3. Number of students in each group; 
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4. Mean age of group; 

5. Mean raw score of PMMA; 

6. Facilities; and 

7. Quality of recorders. 

The unmatched variable was sex. The control group 

had eight boys and six girls while the experimental group 

had six boys and eight girls. 

The Experimental Method 

Using the guidelines established by Gordon's 

empirical model of skill learning sequence, the 

investigator determined the variables which constituted 

treatment for the experimental group: 

1. Initially, a song would be learned vocally, by 

rote. 

2. When learning the song on the recorder, the 

individual melodic and rhythmic patterns would be sung 

chanted prior to playing them. 

3. Verbal association systems would be attached to the 

melodic and rhythmic patterns. 

4. The notation which represented the melodic and 

rhythmic patterns would follow aural and verbal association 

experiences. 

5. Gordon's learning sequence activities would be used 

supplementary aural training. 
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Treatment for the control group involved a 

teaching/learning procedure in which individual fingerings, 

pitches, and rhythm symbols were presented one at a time 

and assembled together in playing songs from notation. 

Prel iminary Steps 

~~~Ln..9..~!.~~_L~~2!.ato~~l.!E...~~_Q..!E..':.£tor and 

~!..'!.~~;""~<?E!_~Il~.!....visor. During the summer preceding the 

experimental study, meetings of the investigator with the 

di rector of the laboratory school and the classroom 

supervisor were held for the discussion of procedures and 

time schedules. Special attention was given to insure that 

the investigator's objectives were consistent with the 

objectives of the laboratory school's third-grade music 

curriculum. 

copy of the investigator's dissertation proposal given 

to the director of the laboratory school once it had been 

approved by the graduate committee in the fall of 1985. 

~r_e_~_t:.."!..~L_e.!.~E!.~ __ ~~....Q..uest:..:L~IlI'!...~r_~. Before the 

children went home for Christmas vacation, a letter 

explaining the nature of the study was sent home by the 

classroom supervisor. The parents were asked to send $3.130 

to school to cover the cost of a recorder. (See Appendix A) 



Supplementary data about each student was obtained through 

an accompanying questionnaire which was returned with the 

money for the recorder. (See Appendix A) 
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Q..J:.t..!!.I'!.~~.!..1!~J1.aterials. During the fall semester 

the investigator ordered and purchased: recorders; copies 

of the Clas:!~-2.~.J!! .. corder for the control group; Tonal and 

Rhythm Register books and cards from the ~~~!.2.1rt..l..I!.L~ 

Mus; . .c_~l!.~Lq':llu_~; and the !!.:L~r-y"_~"!.!!!!.~~_~_~i_~ 

~dia;,!..~!! test instrument. In addition, the investigator 

wrote a booklet covering basic executive skills to be used 

with the experimental group. (See Appe .... ax C) 

'!..h_~._~!.!.~_S~. During the fall semester of 1985, 

a pilot study was conducted at a local parochial school 

with a third-grade class of sixteen children. The purpose 

of the study was th!'eefold: 

1. To gain experience in administering the PMMA test 

battery and in videotaping, which would be necessary in 

posttesting. 

2. To gain experience in using Gordon's learning 

sequence activities. 

3. To use the experimental recorder method and 

materials with children who were assumed to be similar to 

the students who would be used in the actual study. 
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Time Schedule 

The actual experimental study was scheduled for the 

spring semester of the 1985-86 school year. The time 

allotment was fourteen weeks, starting January 21. 1986 and 

ending May 1, 1986. The first and last weeks of the study 

used for testing_ No classes were held during the 

week of March 1" and the first half of the week of March 17 

due to semester break and parent-teacher conferences. 

The classroom supervisor arranged a schedule of 

four mornings a week (Monday through Thursday) in which a 

period of forty-five minutes was allotted to reco(der and 

language arts at the start of the school day. One group 

came to the music room for recorder class while the other 

group worked on individual language arts assignments in the 

classroom. The forty-five minute period left ample travel 

time, organizational time, and time for fifteen minutes of 

actual recorder instruction. A. rotation system was set up 

that control and experimental groups alternated coming 

to recorder class first. 

Procedures 

!...ll~~ ~l;l..sl. i_~n_~_~_~!\eco..!.~_e2=-L-~~~~~. The 

introductory activities were designed to give: the children 

a background in the history of the recorderi information 

about the members of a recorder consort; examination of the 

parts of the recorder; procedure for the care of the 



recorderi and basic executive skills involved in playing 

the pitches S, A, and G. (mi, re, do) These activities 

were similar for both groups and included: 

1. Listening to recorded examples of Renaissance 

recorder music. 

2. Demonstration of soprano, alto. tenor, bass, and 

soprano recorders by the investigator. 

3. Learning the parts of the recorder. 

4. Practice in cleaning the recorder. 

5. Tennis ball activity used for practice in assuming 

correct hand position. 
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6. Rote activities in playing the first pitches on the 

recorder, including echoing the teacher and playing names 

and rhymes on one or two pi tches • 

For a more detailed account, see the lessons in 

unit: one of App.,mdix B. 

!l!E!_C_~g_~t_~r.EE.E.' Concurrent with learning to 

play the first three pitches, B, A, and G, the control 

group was int[oduced to the visual symbols for these notes 

as well as some basic rhythmic notation using the book, ~~ 

Clas'!.-r...~C!.~I!..~o_r_<!~~. In this book, pitch rhythmic learnings 

are immediately incorporated into the context of a song 

accompaniment or a song. A new learning is attractively 

isolated in a box at the top of the page upon which it is 

first used. No explanation is included with the symbols so 
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that teachers can introduce them in their own ways. 

(Burakoff and Burakof£ 1970, p. 1) There are no technical 

exercises in this book, only songs and song accompaniments. 

The basic techniques used by the investigator in 

introducing pitches included: 

1. Having the children look up the fingerings in the 

book. 

2. Echoing the teacher playing the pitch. 

3. Locating and discussing the staff position of the 

new pitch. 

The basic techniques used in teaching a song were: 

1. Having the children find the phrases of the song 

and having the childt:en mark the phrases in the music. 

2. Having the chi ldren determine the form of the song. 

3. Having the children chant the rhythm of the song, 

phrase by phrase, with Cheve rhythm duration syllables. 

(The children were already familiar with these.) 

4. Having the children clap the rhythm of the song. 

phrase by phrase. 

5. Having the children say the pitch names in rhythm, 

finger the notes and play the phrase for each section of 

the song. 

6. Having the children play the entire song. 

7. Having the children sing the song. 
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In addition to learning songs, II portion of each 

period was devoted to drilling on rhythm and pitch patterns 

with flash cards. For a detailed account of the forty-five 

lessons, see Appendix B. 

!:~_il~r.i.1!!.E!.r.!.tal Gr~. The children learned the 

first three pitches (mi-re-do) through rote echo singing, 

chanting, and playing activities. They also were asked to 

look up new fingerings in their recorder executive skills 

booklet: as an initial activity when learning II new pitch. 

The basic procedure used by the investigator in 

teaching a song included: 

1. Having the children learn a song by rate, vocally. 

Guided listening activities included: 

a. counting phrases, 

b. finding like and unlike phrases, and 

mapping out the form of the song. 

2. Having the children sing the song in its entirety. 

3. Having the children, one phrase at a time: 

echo sing the pitches on a neutral syllable 

~iJ:~ rhythm; 

b. echo sing the pitches with sol-fa syllables, 

still witho~ rhythm, while fingering; and 

c. echo play the pitches of the phrase, still 

wi thou~ rhythm. 



4. Having the children echo chant the rhythmic 

patterns of the same phrase, with a neutral syllable and 

with Gordon rhythm duration syllables. 

5. Having the children echo the teacher playing the 

com1::!ineq tonal and rhythmic patterns of phrase l. 
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6. Repeating the process for each phrase of the song. 

7. Having the children play the entire song. 

After twenty-six lessons in which the children had 

learned five songs by this rote process, symbolic 

association (notation) was introduced. The children were 

given the notation for a kno~ song and asked to play the 

song while looking at the notation. The purpose of having 

children play known songs with notation was to have them 

associate the notational symbols for the melodic and 

rhythmic patterns learned in the song with the syllable 

names and then to associate the syllables with the 

audiation of the patterns. (Gordon 1984, p. 46) 

In addition to learning songs the recorder, the 

experimental group spent five minutes at the beginning of 

each period performing tonal and rhythm patterns through 

"singing, chanting, and kinetics (movement).n The purpose 

of these activities, which Gordon calls learning sequence 

activities (LSA), is to develop a sense of tonality and 

meter and to develop a vocabulary of tonal and rhythm 

patterns. The ordering of skills and content in learning 



sequence activities is based on Gordon's taxonomies. 

(p. 199) 

For a detailed outline of the forty-five lessons, 

see Appendix B. 

~~1!...~J;....!.,=-~i-"~it!..E!..~L-~~~~edu~!.~ and TE!.c:.l!!!..!s'!.es, Both 

Grol£~. 

1. Both groups learned the same songs. 
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2. As the semester progressed, reviewing old songs was 

a part of each lesson. 

3. Several times during the semester, each group 

performed for the classroom teacher. 

4. Each group kept a song ladder, to which a new song 

added once it was "perfected." 

S. A college practicum student worked with the 

investigator once a week, giving individual help to 

students when needed. 

Collecting and Summarizing the Data 

lli.-.~~;t:!~;. During the first week of the 

semester, the investigator administered the ~;.~ 

Meas..!!!..~~~_~~ic ~uc!!..ation (PHMA) to the students in both 

groups. This was also used at the conclusion of the study 

as a posttest. For both pretest and posttest, both groups 

were tested together in order to insure identical 

conditions. This test (PHMA) served as the measure of 

developmental music aptitude. 
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The test is in two parts, Tonal and Rhythm. The 

two parts were administered on separate days. Each part 

consists of forty test questions. These include recordings 

of short musical phrases in which the children were asked 

to choose the correct answers based on same or different. 

The children, sitting six: at a table in a large 

room, were proctored by a college student, the ,:,l~ssroom 

teacher, and the investigator. Midway through each test, 

the children had a short break duri og which they 

participated in directed movement activities. 

The investigator graded the tests and plotted the 

raw scores and percentile ranks for tonal, rhythm and 

composite dimensions, for each child on an individual 

profile card. Percentile norms are provided in the PHMA 

manual. (pp. 45-47) 

,!.!!.~_posttests. During week fourteen of the 

semest9r, PMMA was administered again under the 

conditions as the pretest. 

In addition to the PMMA, an investigator-designed 

rating scale performance test was given. Each child was 

asked to individually perform five of the songs which had 

been learned during the semester. Each song was rated in 

three dimensions, melodic accuracy, rhythmic accuracy, and 

executive skills accuracy (posture, hand position, 

fingering, tone quality, and articulation). A score sheet 
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with the specific criteria for each dimension for each song 

was devised by the investigator. (See Figure 1, p. 75) 

One point was given for each criteria item performed 

correctly. Two songs had a possible fourteen points, two 

50ngs had fifteen points, and one song had siKteen points, 

for a total possible score of seventy-four points. There 

was a possible combined total of twenty-five points for the 

rhythmic dimension, twenty-four points for the melodic 

dimension, and twenty-five points in the executive skills 

dimension for a total possible composite score of seventy-

four points. 

Guidelines for evaluation 

~h_~!.£....1?~m_e_n~i..'-!l! 

1. Begins wi th a consistent tempo--plays one measure 

with a consistent tempo. 

2. Sense of meter--plays with accurate subdivisions of 

the macro beat. 

3. Mac!:'o beat patterns--plays all J patterns 

accurately. 

4. Macro and micro beat patterns--plays all 

combinations of j and n accurately. 

5. Maintains consistent tempo--plays entire song in a 

consistent tempo. 

6. Elongations--plays all d accurately. 
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"lEgs ~6 ... ~ uJnB "tllD ! N ;~. 109 II <18 
.In''J~ S.p"inC~S" ~! .a~o!J:J.. "Id~alu 



Mel~~;"~!!!'~!!.!!.~ 

1. Begins on correct pitch. 

2. Sense of tonality--plays with a sense of either do 

(G) 01' la (E) as being the tonal center. 

3, 4, 5, and 6. Each of the specific patterns must be 

played accul:ataly each time it occurs in the song. 

~~'!.£l!~i_~~~i 11~_~:!.1!~.E...sion 

1. posture--sitting up straight with back away from 

the chair and with arms away from rib cage. 

2. Hand posi tion--both hands on the recorder, left 

hand on top, and fingers positioned in such a way so that 

the holes are covered. If children fingered a note 

correctly, but dId not get a true pitch due to faulty 

coverage, points were deducted for hand position. 

3. Articulation--use of the tongue, rather than puffs 

of air to attack each tone. 

4. Tone quality--p:dmarily judged on intonation. The 

speed of the air was not so hard as to cause sharpness, or 

so weak as to cause flatness. 

5. Fingering--use of correct fingering for each pitch 

in the song. 

The performances were video taped individually by 

the investigator. This was done in a small observation 

room in the school library. 
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Each child was seated facing a music stand on which 

the songs were placed in order. Upon cue from the 
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investigator, the child played the songs in order, stopping 

briefly between songs to change the music. 

Prior to the formal playing test, each child had an 

opportunity to perform, individuallY, "Juha" (the first 

song on the test) and another song of his/her choice in 

front of the camera in the same room in which the test was 

given. The testing procedure was explained and practiced 

carefully with each child during this session. This was 

done in part to insure that the children would be fami liar 

with the procedure. The investigator also felt that the 

experience would be helpful in reducing the anxiety 

associated with playing alone in front of a camera. In 

ordering the children for the playing test, a control group 

child was alternated with an experimental group child. 

After the testing, the performances were viewed and 

evaluated by the investigator Ilsing the guidelines 

previously outlined. ~t a later time, the performances 

were independently evaluated by another college music 

educator. The scores of the researcher and the other 

educator were similar. This was expected since the 

evaluation guidelines provided by the investigator were 

very specific. 

~~~i_~!.~.}..tt~n.:! :'{.~_!J...~ . .tt.:L.Q.~_~~ests. The 

reliability coefficients of PMMA for grade three are 0.85, 

0'.86, and IL90, for tonal, rhythm, and composite scores, 



respe;:tively. These coefficients were computed using the 

split-half method. The predictive validity of the PMMA 

composite score is 0.73 with second- and third-grade 

children. (Gordon 1982, p. 41) 

The reliability of the scores for; each dimension 

and composite of the rating scale performance test was 

established by determining a coefficient of equivalence. 

This was computed using Pearson's correlation coefficient. 

Validity was established since both teachers 

evaluating the performances of the same students, 

performing on the same occasion, awarded similar ratings. 

Supplementary Data 

In addition to the PMMA and the rating scale 

performance test instruments, a parent questionnaire was 

used to obtain supplementary information. 
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~~~ __ Q_I.!~ .. ~.ti~I.!!l~~~_~~' Questionnaires completed by 

the parents b~fore the beginning of the study (see 1'.ppendix 

A) provided the following supplementary information: sex; 

birthdate; birth order; previous and concurrent musical 

activities, both in and out of school; musical experiences 

and activities of family members; presence in the home of 

musical instruments and sound equipment; and type of music 

most frequently listened to. 
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Sum_~~f._~1!~2~!..!.!. 

The study involved two methods of teaching 

beginning recorder to third-grade children. The sUbjects 

were children attending a laboratory school at a midwestern 

regional state university. 

The study was scheduled for fourteen weeks during 

the spring semester of 1986. There were four fifteen

minute classes per week for twelve weeks of recorder 

instruction. During the first and last weeks of the study 

the pretest and posttest were administered. The pretest 

was Gordon's PriTl!~_M~a~l!!.~~1!I:!~Lc_~~_i...a_!:..i...~n. which 

served as the measure of developmental aptitude. 

After introductory recorder act i vi ties, which 

focused on basic executive skills, and which were similar 

for both groups. the children began to learn to play the 

same short simple songs on the recorder. The control group 

used the book ~~assr~~~_~~c_~der. This book presents 

individual pitches, fingerings, and note values one at a 

time. Treatment for the control group involved a teaching

learning procedure in which these individual fingerings, 

pitches, and rhythm symbols were presented one at a time 

and assembled in playing songs from notation. 

The method used with the experimental group was 

based on Edwin Gordon's empirical model of skill learning 

sequence. Treatment for the experimental group involved a 

teaching-learning procedure in which the children first 
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learned to sing the song by rote. In learning to play it 

on the recorder, each melodic and rhythmic pattern was 

isolated and initially sung or chanted. A verbal 

association system was then associated with the pattetn and 

then the syllables were associated with the finger 

pattern. The notation which represented the melodic and 

rhythmic pattern was introduced after extensive aural and 

verbal association experiences. 

During the final week of the study the PMMA was 

administered as the posttest. In addition to the PMMA, 

investigator-designed rating scale performance test was 

used as a posttest. Individual performances of five songs 

rated in three dimensions: melodic accuracy, rhythmic 

accuracy, and executive skills accuracy. 

Supplementary data included results from 

questionnaires that were gillen to parents. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF THE DATA A.NA.LYSIS 

The purpose of the experimental study was to 

develop a method for elementary recorder instruction in 

which the sequential objectives are logically ordered by 

Edwin Gordon's empirical model of learning sequence, and to 

compare the effectiveness of this method with a traditional 

method which stresses note reading. The criteria used for 

comparison were change in the level of developmental music 

aptitude and performance achievement on the recorder. 

The subjects in the experimental study were third

grade students attending a university laboratory school. 

The groups were instructed separately by the investigator 

during the spring semester of the 1985-86 school year. 

Each group received four lessons of fifteen minutes 

duration each week for twelve weeks. The control group was 

instructed using a traditional recorder method book, The 

Clas~_~~...B.~'=.Q!...~~ by Gerald and Sonya Burakoff (l97e). 

The approach is traditional in that it begins with symbolic 

association. The experimental group was instructed using a 

series of investigator designed lessons which were 

structured by Edwin Gordon's empirical model of learning 

sequence. 
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!h.U~!..1'I!!E.'l31.!!!..~LC!.t1!~~i_~~l.!c!!.i!.~!.c!!!' (PMMA) 

(Gordon), which was used as the pre- and posttest, served 

as the measure of developmental music aptitude. PMMA is a 

music apti tude test for chi ldren from kindergarten through 

grade three. The test is in two parts, Tonal and Rhythm. 

The reliability coefficients of PMMA for grade three are 

g.85, 0'.86, and 9.99, for tonal, !:hythm, and composite, 

respectively. These coefficients were computed using the 

split-half m'athod. The predictive validity of the PMMA 

composite score is 9.73 with second- and third-grade 

children. (Gordon 1982, p. 41) 
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An investigator-designed rating scale performance 

test served a9 the measure for performance achievement on 

the recorder. Each child was rated individually on the 

performance of five songs learned during the study. Each 

song was rated in the three dimensions: -melodic accuracy, 

rhythmic accuracy, and executive skills accuracy. The 

reliability of the scores were established first by 

determining the Pearson product moment correlation 

coefficients between the investigator's and another music 

faculty member's scores and using these correlation 

coefficients and the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to 

obtain the reliability of the average of the two raters' 

scores. The reliability of the averaged scores for rhythm, 

melody, and executive skills were 9.997, 0'.994, and i.995, 
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respectively. Validity was established since both raters 

evaluating the same videotaped performances of the students 

awarded similar scores. 

Supplementary data considered came from a parent 

questionnai reo 

Using Edwin Gordon's ~~~~_t!~u..!..~~ __ 9..~ Music 

Audiatie..1! as the evaluation instrument the following tests 

of hypotheses were made. 

Hypothesis 1 

Null hypothesis, Hg : There is no difference 

between the control group and the experimental group (at 

the 9."5 level of significance) with respect to the mean 

increase in composite (tonal and rhythm) developmental 

music aptitude scores, using PMMA. to measure music 

aptitude. 

Alternative hypothesis, HA: The maan increase in 

composite musical aptitude scores will be greater with the 

investigator-designed method of recorder instruction than 

with the traditional method of recorder instruction. 

In symbolic form, with: 

,Po pee increase in PMMA composite scores for the 

control group, students taught to play the recorder wi th a 

traditional method, and 



,;;.. pee'" mean increase in PMMA composite scores for the 

experimental group, students taught to play the recorder 

wi th the investigator-designed method, 

Hg' fi pee = fl pee 

HA' /I pee> /< pee 

Hypothesis 2 

HB= There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental grollp (at the 0'.0'5 level of 

significance) with respect to the mean increase in Tonal 

developmental music aptitude scores, using PMMA to measure 

Tonal music aptitude. 

HA: The mean increase in tonal mude aptitude 

will be greater with the investigator-designed 

method of recorder: instruction than with the traditional 

method of recorder instruction. 

In symbolic form, wi th: 
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,IA- pte'" mean increase in PMMA tonal scores for the control 

group, students taught to play the recorder with a 

traditional method, and 

)A. pte = mean increase in PMMA tonal scores for the 

experimental group, students taught to play the recorder 

with the investigator-designed method, 

H3 ' /" pte = /< pte 

H,' .,P. pte > "u pte 



Hypothesis 3 

H,,: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the ".95 level of 

significance) with respect to the mean increase in rhythm 

developmental music aptitude scores, using PMMA t.o measure 

rhythm music aptitude. 

HA: The mean increase in rhythm musical aptitude 

scores will be greater with the investigator-designed 

method of recorder instruction than with a tradit.ional 

method of recorder instruction. 

In symbolic form, with: 

f'- pre = mean increase in PMMA rhythm scores for the 

control group, students taught to play the recorder with a 

traditional method, and 

)J. pre = mean increase in PMMA rhythm scores for the 

experimental group, students taught to play the recorder 

with the investigator-designed method, 

He: )I. pre = )A- pre 

HA : ).< pre > ft pre 

To test these hypotheses, a t-test procedure for 

testing equality of means for independent samples was 

implemented. The results are presented in Table V. In 

Table V and succeeding tables, p is used to denote the 
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observed level of significance. For any significance level 

greater than or equal to p, "0' can be rejected. 
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Table v. Comparison of Mean Increases in PMMA Scores. 

--------_._----_._---------------
Control Experimental 

-------------------
Variable Hean S.D. Mean S.D. p 

Composite 14 9_35 4_55 13 3_53 2_93 

Tonal 14 9_57 1-59 13 1-3B 1.26 

Rhythm 14 -9_21 4_25 13 2_15 2_67 

2.149 .921 

1-516 .971 

1.7lB .949 

It can be observed that one can reject HI) at the 

0'.0'5 level of significance for Hypotheses 1 and 3 since the 

p values are less than 9.95, but that:. one cannot:. reject H" 

at the 0.15 level for Hypothesis 2 since the p value is 

greater that:. ". 9S. 

Thus, at the 0'.0'5 level, the mean increase in 

composite scores was significantly greater for the students 

taught by the investigator-designed method than for the 

students taught:. by the traditional method. In fact, with p 

= 9.021. the most significant mean increase above was with 

the composite score. 



At the 0."5 level, the mean increase in tonal 

scores was not significantly greater for the experimental 

group, but it should be noted that the mean increase for 

the experimental group was significantly greater at the 

(3, 0'71 level. 
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At the ".05 level, the mean increase in rhythm 

significantly greater for the students taught by 

the investigator-designed method than for the students 

taught by the traditional method. 

In summary, the experimental method of recorder 

instruction was more effective than the traditional method 

of recorder instruci;.i(J(1 i[, b..creasing developmental music 

apti tude scores, using composi te rhythm and tonal scores as 

the basis for comparison. 

It is also interesting to note that for the 

aggregate group, the mean increase in the melodic dimension 

was significant at the .001 level, the mean increase in the 

rhythmic dimension was significant at the .113 level, and 

the mean increase for the composite score 

at the .0'1 level. 

significant 

Using a rating scale test devised by the 

investigator to measure student recorder performance 

achievement in three dimensions, melody, rhythm, and 

executive skills, the following tests of hypotheses were 

made. 



Hypothesis 1 

H,,: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 9.135 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement, following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the composite (melody, rhythm, and 

executive skills) performance scores. 

HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in developing composite performance skills. 

In symbolic form, with: 

p. c = mean composi te score of performance achievement for 

the control group, students taught to play the recorder 

with a traditional method, and 

P-e '" mean composite score of performance achievement for 

the experimental group, students taught to play the 

recorder with the investigator-designed method, 

H0: jJ-. = jJ. C 

HA : fl e > .,.u c 

Hypothes i s 2 

H0: There is no diffe-:ence between the control 

group and the ex:pe:rimental group (at the 0.0'5 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the melodic dimension. 
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HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in developing performance technique in the melodic 

dimension. 

In symbolic form, with: 

p. me = mean melodic score in performance for the control 

group, students taught to play the recorder wi th a 

traditional method, and 

)Arne'" mean melodic score in performance for the 

experimental group, students taught to play the recorder 

with the investigator-designed method, 

He' .P- me .fA me 

HA : ~ me > ).A. me 

Hypothesis 3 

H0: There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0'.0'5 level of 

significance) in mean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the rhythmic dimension. 

HA: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

69 

of recorder instruction in developing performance technique 

in the rhythmic dimension. 
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In symbolic form, with: 

P rc = mean rhythmic score for the control group, students 

taught to play the record",! with a traditional method, and 

)J- re = mean rhythmic score for the experimental group, 

students taught to play the recorder with the investigator

designed method, 

H~: /' re = J-< rc 

) ".u rc 

Hypothesis 4 

"1.1= There is no difference between the control 

group and the experimental group (at the 0.05 level of 

signl ficance) in raean performance achievement following 

instruction, using the investigator-designed performance 

rating scale for the executive skills dimension. 

HA,: The investigator-designed method of recorder 

instruction is more effective than the traditional method 

in developing performance technique in the executive skills 

dimension. 

In symbolic form, with: 

JA. esc:: mean executive skills score in performance for the 

control group, students taught to play the recorder wi th 

the traditional method, and 

)A. ese :: mean executive skills score in performance for the 

experimental group, students taught to play the recorder 

with the investigator-designed method, 



HO' -'" ese = /" esc 

esc 

To test these hypotheses, a t-test procedure for 

testing equali ty of means for independent samples was 

implemented. The results are presented in Table VI. 

Control Experimental 

Variable Mean S.D. Mean S.D. p 
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------------"----------------_._-------
composite 14 39.75 14.89 13 56.96 14.93 2.998 .aa3 

Melodic 14 15.61 5.53 13 19.85 5.06 2.071 .024 

Rhythmic 14 13.11 5.34 13 20.69 4.43 4.00a .oaa 

Ex. Skills 14 11.04 5. a3 13 16.42 6.23 2.481 .au 

It can be observed that one can reject "01 at the 

0.05 level of significance for Hypotheses 1,2 3, and 4, 

since in each case the observed level of significance p is 

less than ". 01S. 



Thus, at the g. 15 level, the investigator-designed 

method of recorder instruction was more effective than the 

traditional method of recorder instruction in developing 

performance technique in all dimensions and the composite. 

It is interesting to note that, as with the PHM" 

scores, the most significant difference in performance 

scores occurred in the rhythmic dimension. 

Analysis of Individual Songs 

An analysis of the individual songs used for 

testing (see Appendix A) leads to more detailed insights. 

These results are presented in Table VII on page 93. 

The songs with the most significant differences of 

composite scores were songs 4 and S. The songs with 

the least differences in composite performance achievement 

were songs 2 and 3. In all cases I the experimental group 

had the higher scores. 

The experimental group's mean scores for the 

rhythmic dimension were significantly higher for songs 1. 

4, and 5 (p = .''''4, .Bln, and .0'B9, respectively) and were 

higher for songs 2 and 3. 

The mean scores of the experimental group for the 

melodic dimension were higher for all of the songs, but 

only significantly greater than those of the control group 

on song 5 (p :01' .0'e1). 

92 
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For the executive skills dimension, the mean scores 

of the experimental group were significantly greater than 

those of the control group on all of the songs except for 

song 3 (for which p = .(155). 

Control Experimental 

Variable Mean S.D. Mean S.D. p 

Song T-----------------·-----------------------
Rhythm 3.18 1.71 4.62 9.51 3.913 .994 
Melody 3.97 1.28 3.54 9.97 1.961 .149 
Ex. Skills 2.61 1.24 3.54 1.33 1.881 .036 
Composite 2.95 1.22 3.9" 9.82 2.376 .013 

50n9--2--------------- - -- -- - --"."----- -------- --_._--.----

Rhythm 3.09 1.97 4.03 1.48 1.539 .968 
Melody 3.99 1.47 3.98 1.46 9.137 .446 
Ex. Skills 2.46 1.41 3.54 1.46 1.944 .932 
Composite 2.82 1.52 3.S5 1.28 1.343 .996 

Song -j" ----.• ------ --- --------"----------- ------- - -.--

Rhythm 3.18 1.73 4.12 1.31 1.578 .964 
Melody 3.96 1.57 4.42 1.41 9.795 .217 
Ex. Skills 2.46 1.18 3.31 1.4S 1.669 .(155 
composite 3.29 1.31 3.95 1..31 1.479 .0'76 

Song 4----------------------------------
Rhythm 2.75 1.81 4.54 9.48 3.575 .991 
Melody 3.82 1.89 4.57 9.86 1.494 .988 
Ex. Skills 2.29 1.27 3.27 1.2/iJ 2.067 .025 
Composite 2.95 1.51 4.13 0.69 2.636 .908 

Soog 5----------------------------

Rhythm 11.96 1.45 3.38 1.46 4.324 .91111 
Melody 1.75 2.13 4.23 1.58 3.491 .991 
Ex. Skills 1.14 1.46 2.77 1.44 2.913 .(1114 
Composite 1.29 1.61 3.46 1.39 3.742 .9tH 
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A two-way analysis of variance was performed to 

simultaneously investigate the effects of sex of the 

students, the method of instruction, and interaction 

between sex and method on the composite playing scores. 

The results are presented in Table VIII. ~t the .95 level 

of significance, the control and experimental groups mean 

scores were significantly different (the experimental 

group's mean score was higher), there no significant 

difference between males and females, and there was no 

significant intetaction between sex and method. It should 

be noted that the mean performance achievement scores for 

the males and females were significantly different for the 

experimental group (p '" .04), but not for the control group 

(p •• 84). 

Table VI II. Effects of Gender and Method on C~si te 
~r[<i~~~res-:---------- --

Source 

Method 

Sex 

Method*Sex 

Error 

SS 

1996.86 

629.26 

441.17 

DF 

4494.18 26 

Mean Square 

1996.86 

629.26 

441.17 

195.49 

F 

19.22 

3.17 

2.26 

p 

.088 

.147 
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Three of the children had one or more years of 

piano study prior to the study. One child in the control 

group was in his third year of private study. Two children 

in the experimental group were in their second year of 

private study. Excluding these children from their 

respective groups, the results recorded in Table IX were 

obtained. 

Control Experimental 

Variable Mean S.D. Mean S.D. p 

-- --- ---- ------ ---,---~---- --~-------- -- - -- -_._------_ ... _-_ .. 
Compos i te 13 37.65 13.17 11 55.73 15.58 3.081 .0'1213 

Melodic 13 14.96 5.19 11 19.73 5.31 2.219 .12119 

Rhythmic 13 12.35 4.70' 11 23.23 4.63 4.123 .000 

Ex. ski lIs 13 HL35 4.53 11 15.77 6.46 2.419 .12112 

----------------.----------~----------

As before, the mean performance achievement 

in all dimensions of the experimental group were 

significantly greater, at the 0.05 level, than those of the 

control group. 
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~-~~~ 

This study used three sources of data: a 

pretest/posttest using Edwin Gordon's PMMA to measure 

developmental music aptitude change; a rating scale test 

devised by the investigator to measure recorder performance 

achievement after treatment; and information from a parent 

questionnaire. 

The results of the PMMA supported the alternative 

hypotheses that the eKperimental group had significantly 

higher mean composi te and rhythm increases than the control 

group. The mean increase in the tonal scores was higher 

for the experimental group, but it was not significantly 

higher (p = .97). 

The results of the investigator-designed 

performance achievement tests supported the alternative 

hypotheses that the experimental method of teaching 

recorder was more effective in all dimensions--melodic, 

rhythmic, and executive skills--and the composite than the 

traditional method of teaching recorder. 

P.n analysis of the performance scores for the five 

songs used to measure performance achievement provided 

insights to differences of achievement between the two 

groups; songs 4 and 5 were of special interest. 
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Some ancillary questions posed were concerned with 

possible effects of gender: and previous piano study. At 

the .135 level, it was concluded that while the method was a 

critical factor, sex was not. When the playing scores of 

children with previous piano study were removed, the mean 

achievement scores in all dimensions and the composite were 

still significantly higher, at the 0.135 level, for the 

experimental group. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The recorder is widely used in the elementary 

school general music curriculum. A common approach in 

teaching the recorder is to start with music reading 

(symbolic association). This approach does not follow 

sequence according to the music learning theory advocated 

by Edwin E. Gordon. According to Gordon's music learning 

theory, at the initial stage of learning, the focus should 

be on the development of auditory skills and extensive rote 

experience with the instrument. 

:r\. study was conducted with third-grade children in 

a university laboratory school to determine the relative 

effecti veness of a recorder method in which the sequential 

objectives are logically ordered by Edwin Gordon's 

empirical model of learning sequence and a traditional 

method which stresses note reading. The criteria used for 

comparison were change in the level of developmental music 

aptitude and performance achievement on the recorder. 

A review of the literature supported Edwin Gordon's 

theory of developmental music aptitude which proposes that 

until about age nine, environmental factors can affect the 

98 
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level of music aptitude either positively or negatively and 

at about age nine music aptitude stabilizes. In addition, 

the review of the literature supported the value of using 

singing activities with teaching an instrument and the 

application of verbal association systems to tonal and 

rhythmic patterns in the instructional process. 

Principles for the experimental method were 

determined by five skill levels of discrimination learning 

outlined in Gordon's empirical model of music learning 

sequence. These include: 

1. ~r~'!:.!oral in which one experiences musical patterns 

through listening (aural), and movement and singing (oral). 

2. Verb~§'Q.ciatioll in which one attaches vocabulary 

to what one has heard and performed at the aural/oral stage. 

3. partia~ synth~!.§. in which one combines familiar 

patterns in familiar or unfamiliar order into coherent 

wholes and applies known vocabulary to what is heard and 

performed. 

4. ~bolic association in which one attaches musical 

notation to familiar musical patterns. 

5. ~~~ite synthesis in which all aspects of 

discrimination learning are synthesized in the reading and 

writing of familiar music. 

The experimental method based these skill levels 

was first used in a pilot study and then in the actual 
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study which lasted an academic semester of fourteen weeks. 

After introductory recorder activities, which focused on 

basic executive skills, and which were similar for both 

groups, the chi ldren began to learn to play the same short 

simple songs on the recorder. The control group used the 

book The Classroom Recorder, by Gerald and Sonya Burakoff, 

which presents individual pitches, fingering, and note 

values one at a time. Treatment for the control group 

involved a teaching-learning procedure in which individual 

fingerings, pitches, and rhythm symbols were presented one 

at a time and assembled in playing songs from notation. 

The method used with the experimental group, which 

was based on Edwin Gordon's empirical model of skill 

learning sequence, involved a teaching-learning procedure 

in which the children first learned to sing the song by 

rate. In learning to play it on the recorder, each melodic 

and rhythmic pattern was isolated and initially sung or 

chanted. A verbal association system was then associated 

wi th the pattern and then the syllables were associated 

with the finger pattern. The notation which represented 

the melodic and rhythmic patterns was introduced after 

extensive aural and verbal association experiences, and 

after several songs had been learned. 

The study used three sources of data: a pretest/ 

posttest using Edwin Gordon's Pri~~Meas~.E.~~~ fiusic 

Audiation to measure developmental music aptitude change; a 



rating scale test devised by the investigator to measure 

recorder per forma nee achievement after t'teatment; and 

information from a parent questionnaire. 
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The results of the PMMA supported the alternative 

hypotheses that the experimental group had significantly 

higher composite and rhythm increases than the control 

group. The mean increase in the ton.::l scores was greater 

for the experimental group, but it was not significantly 

higher at the .115 level (p = .97). 

The results of the investigator-designed 

performance achievement tests supported the alternative 

hypotheses that the experimental method of teaching 

recorder was more effective in all dimensions--melodic, 

rhythmic, and executive skills--and the composite than the 

tradi tional method of teaching recorder. 

Some ancillary questions posed were concerned with 

possible effects of gender and previous piano study. At 

the .95 level, the mean composite playing scores of the 

boys and girls averaged over the methods were not 

significantly different. When the playing scores of 

children with previous piano study were removed, the mean 

achievement scores in all dimensions and the composite were 

still significantly higher, at the .05 level, for the 

experimental group. 
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~~~t£.n...! 

Recognizing t.he limitations of this study, the 

investigator has formulated the following responses to the 

questions posed in this study. 

1. Is the composite, tonal or rhythmic level of 

developmental aptitude for third-grade children affected by 

the method used to teach recorder? 

As noted previously, the aggregate group had 

significant increases in PMMA scores with the most 

significance in the melodic dimension (p = .IgI). It is 

concluded that recorder instruction is valuable, 

independent of the type of instruction. This supports 

Flohr (1981) who concluded that a child's music aptitude as 

measured by the PMHA. is influenced by instruction. The 

fact that the most significant increase occurred in the 

tonal dimension suggests that playing recorder is a 

valuable aid in the development of tonal audiation. 

The mean increase 1n composite PMM~ scores when 

comparing groups favored the experimental group (p = .921). 

This indicates that method was responsible for the 

difference. The composite score was especially affected by 

the score in the rhythmic dimension due to the decline in 

mean rhythm score for the control group. i\s Flohr (1981) 

comments r a decrease in a PMM~ score suggests that the 

instructional strategy should be examined and modified. 

Since both groups were using rhythm duration syllables in 
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the instructional process, the investigator concludes that 

the delay of symbolic association and the extensive 

emphasis on rote learning was of benefit to the 

experimental group. Also, the time devoted to the Rhythm 

Learning Sequence Activities seemed to have benefited the 

experimental group in the development of rhythm audiation. 

Gi yen the potential for fluctuation in developmental music 

aptitude, the investigator agrees with Gordon (198~) that 

consideration of instructional procedure is of utmost 

importance when teaching primary age children. 

2. Is there a difference in rhythmic, melodic, 

execut i ve ski 11s, and compos i te performance achievement 

between third-grade children who were taught to play the 

recorder using an approach which stresses aural training 

and one which focuses on note reading? 

In each dimension of the rating scale performance 

achievement test (melodic, rhythmic, and executive skills) 

and in the composite score, the experimental group scored 

significantly higher than the control group at the .~5 

level of significance (p = .~24, .~~0, .~l0, and .~03 

respectively). The experimental method emphasized the 

concept of sound before symbol which supports principles of 

method of Leonhard and House (1972) and Gordon (1984). In 

addition. singing as a component of the instrumental 

training was an integral part of the experimental method. 

That the children with the additional emphasis on singing 
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achieved a higher performance level on recorder supports 

the earlier research of Nelson (1955), Tatting (1976), and 

Davis (1982). 

As with the PMMA, the greatest difference in scores 

occurred in the rhythmic dimension (p = .O'H6). As 

previously mentioned, both groups used rhythm duration 

syllables. The control group used the Cheve syllables 

commonly associated with the Kodaly Method, and the 

experimental group used the rhythm syllable system created 

by Edwin Gordon. Palmer (1976) investigated the relative 

effeotiveness of the two systems and found no significant 

difference in achievement between the groups using the two 

systems. Taking the results of this study into 

consideration, the investigator concludes that Rhythm 

Learning Sequence ~:::tivities which emphasize a kinesth~tic 

reaction to the basic beat and the subdivision of the beat 

were of particular benefit to the experimental group. 

A second consideration is the sequence in the 

methodology used for the two groups. As concluded in the 

discussion of developmental music aptitude scores~ the 

delay of symbolic association and the emphasis on extensive 

aural and rote training lead to a more secure performance 

in the rhythmic dimension for those children in the 

exper imental group. 
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A third consideration involves the degree of 

isolation of rhythmic and tonal patterns in the two 

teaching processes. In the control group, rhythmic 

patterns were isolated and chanted, and then chanted in the 

context of the song from notation. Then the pitches were 

added. This process demanded that the child coordinate the 

fingering with visual recognition of pitch and a specific 

rhythm pattern in step. In the experimental group, the 

tonal patterns of a phrase were learned without rhythm and 

sUbsequently associated with the finger patterns. The 

rhythm patterns for the phrase were then learned (through 

echo chanting) and then coordinated with the melodic 

pattern of the phrase. The success of this technique of 

teaching the melodic content of the phrase independent of 

the rhythmic content supports Gordon (1984) in his 

recommendation to teach the two components separately, 

combining them only after the content of each pattern can 

be audiated. 

Performance achievement of the experimental group 

in the melodic dimension was significantly higher than that 

of the control group (p '" .024). Using the experimental 

method, the melodic component of the song was presented in 

the context of tonal patterns, as opposed to the control 

method in which absolute note names and fingerings 

identified for individual pitches. The superior 

performance of the experimental group supports the research 
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of MacKnight (1975) w~o concluded that tonal pattern 

training results in greater mean musical achievement than 

note identification training. 

In the dimension of executive skills. the 

experimental g:t:Oup again scored significantly higher 

(p = .01G). It is concluded that, in the early stages of 

instruction, the children could more readily concentrate 

forming good executive skill habits because they did not 

have to cope with an encoding process in addition to th!;! 

physical demands of playing an instrument. 

As presenteo in Chapter IV, an analysis of the 

individual testing songs lead to more insights. The songs 

with the least differences in composite performance 

achievement were songs 2 and 3. In both songs, only 

new pitch was integrated with the already familiar G, A, 

and B. It is interesting to note that the most lesson time 

spent on any song was the eight lessons spent on song 2. 

The songs wi th the most signi ficant di fferences of 

composite scores were songs 4 and 5. These were the last 

two songs learned. Song 4 was more di fficul t, with respect 

to executive skills, than songs 1, 2, and 3, due to the 

presence of both high and low D. Covering for low 0 was a 

problem; correct air pressure for both high and low D was 

difficult to obtain. Song 5 was the most difficult of all 

the songs for several It contained all seven 

diatonic pitches learned during the semester. The other 
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testing soogs used only one or two new pitches in addition 

to the three basic pitches (G-A-B) introduced in Unit I. 

This song was also the longest song, and it was the only 

song which did not employ melodic repetition in the phrase 

structure. Considering that the song was relatively more 

complex than the other songs, that proportionately less 

lesson time (six lessons) was spent on the song, and that 

lesson time was not devoted to systematic and periodic 

review of the song (as was done with the other songs), the 

superior performance (p '" .130'0) is of special note. As the 

songs became longer and more difficult, the experimental 

group learned them more quickly and easily than the control 

group. 

A final factor which must be considered in the 

discussion of the comparative achievement of the two groups 

is that of the motivation and the enthusiasm of the 

children. Extrinsic motivational techniques were the 

for both groups (see I\ppendix B) and were effectiVe. At 

the onset of the experiment, the level of enthusiasm in 

both groups was very high. As the semester progressed, the 

level of enthusiasm remained higher for the experimental 

group. Based on SUbjective impressions from working with 

the children, the investigator has concluded that the 

experimental method was a more interesting way for the 

chi ldren to learn for the following reasons: 
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The children learned the songs more easily and 

more quickly. 

b. The teaching process was more personal in 

that, in the initial stages, because it was rote 

learning, the source of the material was the 

teacher, not the printed page. 

The addition of notation later in the semester 

exciting for the children because it was "real 

music" and "something new", and it was introduced 

at a time when the initial excitement of playing an 

instrument had subsided. 

3. Is there a difference in recorder performance 

achievement due to gender? 

While there was a significant difference in mean 

performance scores for the males and females of the 

experimental group, the difference between the scores of 

the males and females averaged over the methods was not 

significant. 

4. Did the previous piano study of some children 

affect the comparati .... e scores of the two groups? 

Three of the children had one or more years of 

piano study prior to the study. Excluding these children 

from their respective groups, the recorder performance 

achievement was still significantly higher for the 

experimental group in all dimensions. 
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Rec~~~~ations 

Due to the limitations of this study, the need for 

further research in this area is recognized, and leads to 

the following recommendations: 

1. Future studies of this design should be conducted 

with larger numbers of students. 

2. Studies are needed in which the t:im~ span is an 

entire school year or more, rather than one semester, in 

order to ascertain the effect of delaying symbolic 

association unti 1 a larger vocabulary of tonal and rhythmic 

patterns is acquired. A longer time span is also necessary 

in Ol::der to include Gordon's inference levels of learning 

in the method. 

3. The effect of the experimental method, independent 

of Gordon's Learning sequence Activities, needs to be 

examined. lI,. study in which two groups used the 

experimental method for recorder, but only one group 

participated in LSA., would give a clearer indication of the 

role which these played in this study. 

4. More extended research is warranted to study the 

optimal timing for the verbal association stages and the 

symbolic association stages of learning. A study in which 

all children used verbal association for tonal and rhythmic 

patterns, but in which symbolic association was introduced 

concurrently with some and delayed for others would be 

valuable. 
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APPENDIX A 

Letter to Parents, Parent Questionnaire, 

and Test songs 



After tb. cttdat./t •• br •• k. the third level will beiin 
r.cor •• r h .. onl. Ttl. flft .. n .Inute cl ••••• .,111 b.-

1 tall9bt four U... ".etly for the enUre I_ .. ter by Jun. 
tlcDonald. I fae!!1ty !I .. bar in the Depart.ent of Nude .t 

IMtSU. 

Tbl 1 ... onl _111 b. put of • dis •• rtation Itudy examining 

srractlve .. thode of taaching childnn to play the 

ueorder. lour child "ill b. inltrueted in either. 
traditional _thad or an •• pert •• ntd .. thod "hich "ill be 
equally efhctive and po •• lbly 1II0re 10. Pl •••• return the 

atheh.d questionnaire: It h patt of the _tud),. 

N,,... at the .tu~.nt.. achool perlonnel and the IIchool 

"ill not appear In the published data. The atudy IUIIB been 

approved by Dr. Ann L.lng and the School of Educlltion. 

I'!r.. I'IcOonald hI. purchased the recorders. If you need 11 

ncorder for your child. please aend $3.'" in the attaclted 

envelope witlt your qUeltionnaire. All printed lIIateriall 

",111 btl provided by Mn. McDonald. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely. 

NORTHWEST MISSOUR! STATE UNIVERSITY, MARYVillE, MISSOURI 64468 
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,,.1&11'1' galstlO,,. ... ,.1 

.... of Itud •• t' __________ .. • __ lhtbd.lCe 

a,. Oft hIt bhtbd., __ 8htb or .... (e.9 •• 2 ... Clf .1' _______ _ 

PEed 011' .... le.l •• pelll ..... (e.,o, Z Jan. of ,h.o 1 ••• 0 .... 1 ya • .: choirl 

1ft lehoall . 

cut of IcbMll 

00 •• yOUt child have qundpauntl livin9 In the ho.e'_ 

Pr.a.nee in the home of (cheek approptlate reapons.a,: 
pi.ano_ 01'9."_ 9llitar_ other lIIulie.l lnatrulllenta_ (plelse list) 

.tareo, ell"ette player, cOtrlpact disk playar_ 
Do you, ••• ramily, lin9 or play mUlieal 1"ltruMnta tog.th., .. at home?_ 

Do you ftequentiv Uaten to • radio .t4tlon1_ If 10 • "bat kincl? 

el .... ie.l_ ;la&'I:_ country w.atern_ 1'0011_ oth_ .. _ Cpla,ue Uat) 

Pie ••• d.'crib. any other Itlpedances which yOIl f •• l h.". contributed to YOUt 

eb11"o, lIIullcal IJrowth. 

Si<JMd' ________ _ 
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LESSON PLANS 

?rogram Objectives fo~ both groups for 45 lessons: 

The children will play short songs on the recorder from 
notation which includes eighth notes, quarter notes, half 
notes, dotted half notes, and seven diatonic pitches within 
an octave range. 

Supplement!!y-Objectives, contro~: 

1. The children will recognize in isolation the notation 
for seven diatonic tones using absolute note names. 

2. The children will chant and clap from notation eighth 
notes, quarter notes and rests, half notes and rests, 
dotted half notes, and whole notes and whole rests. 

3. The children will recognize the symbols for quadruple, 
triple, and duple meters. 

~~~l'I!.entary Objectives, experimental group: 

~!~~:n~~mKc~~ ;N-[~}\l~h~d:~~ i~o;~~~ ~ ~u I urn, Lea r n i ng 
1. The children will perform at the aural/oral skill level 
tonic and dominant patterns in major and minor tonalities 
which were taught by rote. 

2. The children will perform at the aural/oral skill level 
macro beats, micro beats, and macro and micro beat patterns 
in usual duple and usual triple meters which were taught by 
rote. 

!'!2,tivation for both groups: 

1. The third-grade class was told that they were going to 
do something special: learn to playa "real" musical 
instrument. 

2. Each group had a "song laddern. As a new song was 
learned and perfected, a new rung, with the name of the 
song on it, was added to the ladder. 

3. Periodically the children performed for their classroom 
teacher. 

4. At the end of the semester the class performed at an a11-
school assembly. 
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Matl!.;.~i!.!...~~~;'_~~Jl~~£2!: 

A recorder for each child; portfolio folder for each child; 
cardboard music stands; recorded Renaissance recorder 
consort music; chalkboard; tennis balls; hand drum; 
resonator bells. 

~!!!~t:!.~. ma~~!.I!L...E...0nt~: 

1. Flash cards with seven diatonic tones, and with half 
notes, quarter notes, and eighth notes. 

2. !1!!.~_~Rec<Lr_der for each student. 

3. Manuscript copies of supplementary song material. 
(See Appendix C) 

1. Rhythm Register Book I, Tonal Register Book I and the 
rhythm and tonal pattern cards from the Jum...E,. Ri9..il~-.-!!!..!......!..'t!..~ 
!1!l.!J.£_~u_rric~l!!. 

2. Booklet for each student containing recorder fingerings 
and explanations of basic executive skills which was 
compiled by the investigator. (see Appendix C) 

3. Words and a diagram of the form for each song learned. 
(See Appendix C) 

4. Notation for songs. (see Appendix C) 



PROGRAM and SCHEDULE 

Unit I Lessons 1-9 January 27-February 10 
Introductory Material 
Basic executive skills 
Pitches: G-A,-B mi-re-do 
song material: "Hot Cross Buns" 

Unit II Lessons 10-12 February 11-13 
Special composi ticn project 
Song material; "Valentine l1 

Unit III Lessons 13-20 February 17-27 
Pitches: G-A-B-low E mi-re-do-low la 
Song material: "Temple 8ells" 

Unit IV Lessons 21-24 March 3-6 
pi tches; C-8-A-G fa-mi -re-do 
Song material: "Juba" 

Unit V Lessons 25-30 March 19-27 
Pitches: B-A-G-low D mi-re-do- low sol 
Song material~ "My Kayak" 

uni t VI Lessons 31-34 March 31- April 3 
Pitches: high 0 -8-A-G high sol-mi-re-do 
Song material: "Cricket in the Night" 

Unit VIr Lessons 35-38 April 7-10 
Pitches: high D-B-A-G-low!) high sol-mi-re-do-low sol 
Song Material: "Scotland's Burning" 

Unit VIII Lessons 39-45 April 14-23 
All known pi tches 
Song material: "Pour in a Boat" 

Testing, PMMA tonal 
Testing, PMMA rhythm 
Simulated playing test 
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January 21 
January 23 
Apr il 24 
Apri 1 28 Review of testing songs for individual playing 

test 
Apri 1 29 
April 30 
May 1 

Indi vidual playing tests video taped 
Testing, PMMA tonal 
Testing, PMMA rhythm 



LESSONS 

Unit I Lessons 1-9 
Introduction to the recorder 
Song material: "Hot Cross Buns" and the 
inversion 

Concept~c!'t.!q _Skills 

Introductory material: 

CONTROL GROUP 

1. Historical background 
2. Characteristic timbre 
3. Different members of a recorder consort 
4. Parts of the recorder 
5. Care of the recorder 

Basic executive skills: 
1. Posture 
2. Hand posi ticn 
3. Embouchure 
4. Speed of the air flow 
5. Articulation 

Rhythm: 
Introduction of quadruple meter 
Introduction of quarter notes and quarter rests, half 
notes and half rests, and whole notes and whole rests 

Pitch: 
Introduction of the staff 
Introduction of notation and fingerings for G-A-B 

Form: 
aaba 
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CONTROL GROUP 

1. Teacher stimulates and guides a discussion relevant to 
how old the recorder is. Children discover that recorders 
were played during the period of time in which the pilgrims 
and puritans came to this country. 

2. Children listen to a recorded example of Renaissance 
soprano recorder music. Teacher asks children to describe 
the tone quality in terms of loud, soft, gentle, and harsh. 

3. Teacher demonstrates a1 to, tenor, bass, and sopranino 
recorders and asks children to relate the size of the 
recorder to the highness and lowness of the sound. 

4. Children listen to an example of Renaissance recorder 
consort music. 

5. Teacher passes out recorders to students. The parts of 
the recorder are pointed out. 

6. Teacher and chi Idren discuss care of recorders. 

1. The children follow the steps outlined in "first lesson" 
from The Classroom Recorder p. 2, 1-8 (hereafter CR). 
TheseJ.ead-fhechlldtop"iiy the first note B. --

2. Students echo rhythm patterns on the note B. Good sound 
and use of the tongue is stressed. 

3. Students discuss the music symbols which are shown on 
p. 3 of CR. These include staff, clef, bar line, double 
bar line~and measure. 

4. Studeuts review care of the recorder, clean and put away 
recorders. 
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CONTROL GROUP 

Less~1!._3 Proceduxe 

1. Students review correct executive skills for posture, 
embouchut:e, hand position, air pressure, and articulation. 
The teacher asks a child to demonstrate and the children 
offer comment about the execution by that child. 

2. The children echo play the rhythm pattetn fOl'med by the 
syllables in a classmates name on the pitch B. Children 
are asked to count the syllables in a name, and then asked 
how many times they will have to use their tongue. 

3. Students review the symbols introduced in lesson 2 via 
flash cards. 

4. Teacher introduces the quarter note and quarter rest. 
The children chant "tas" or quarter notes from flash cards. 

5. Children look at the recorder part to "Reaper's Song", 
p. 4 in CR. 

a. findsymbols as asked by teacher (treble clef, 
time signature, etc.) 

b. chant rhythm 
c. say the pi tch names in rhythm and finger 
d. play 
e. class plays the recoraer part while teacher plays 

melody 

6. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Lesson 4 Procedure 

1. Introduction of new note A: 
a. children turn to p. 6 in £! and find the fingering 

for the pi tch A 
b. children echo the teacher playing rhythm patterns 

using the pitch A 

2. Flash card drill: 
a. children are asked to chant the cards which use 

quarter notes and quarter rests 
b. children play the cards on the note A 
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3. Children look on p. 6 in their book and find where A is 
placed on the staff. They are asked such questions as "is 
A a space note or a line note?" 

4. The children look at "Merrily" and count the Bs and As. 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

Less~I!._!l_~rocedu~ 

1. Children review all executive skills. 

2. Children review fingering of A and B, and then echo 
rhythm poatt,=,rns on A and B. 

3. Children review notation of A and B by: 
a. answering questions such as "is A a space or line 

note?" 
b. flash card drill (say and play) 
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4. Children work on recorder part of "Merrily", p. 6 in £!: 
a. chant rhythm 
b. say names of notes in rhythm and finger 
c. play 

5. Childxen clean and put away recorders. 

~S.2!l __ U;"Q.q~~~~ 

1. Recorder warm up: chi ldren echo play patterns on the 
pitches A and B. 

2. Children review the notation of A and B. 

3. Children work on "Merrily": 
a. say names of notes in rhythm and finger 
b. play 
c. sing the voice part 
d. half the class plays the recorder part and half the 

class sings the voice part, then they alternate 

4. Introduction of the pitch G: 
a. children find the fingering on p. 6 of CR 
b. children echo play rhythm patterns on G-

5. Introduction of half note and half rest: 
a. teacher tells the children the number of beats and the 

rhythmic duration syllable 
b. children discuss the visual differences of the half 

and quarter note 
c. chilaren chant flash cards with half notes 
d. children play flash cards on the pitch G 

6. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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CONTROL GROUP 

1. Recorder warm up: The children echo rhythm patterns on 
the three known notes, G, A, and B. 

2. Review of half note and half note: 
a. teacher asks questions such as "How many beats does a 

half note receive?rI "What do we chant for a half 
note?" 

b. children chant flash cards containing half notes and 
half notes, quarter notes and quarter rests 

c. children play the flash cards on G, A, or B as 
directed by the teacher 

3. Introduction of notation of G: 
a. teacher asks if G is a space note or a line note 
b. teacher asks if it is higher or lower than A and B on 

the staff 

4. "Ring Dance" (recor-der accompaniment part, p. 8 CR) 
a. children are asked what the meter is -
b. chi ldren chant the rhythm 
c. children say the names of the in rhythm and finger 

the pi tches 
d. children play 

children play the accompaniment part while teacher 
plays the melody 

5. Children cl~an and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card dril1.: 
a. teacher asks a child to hold the flash cards which 

use half notes and quarter notes 
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b. teacher plays the card on either a G, A or B and asks 
the child holding to card to point to the notation. 
and the rest of the class to echo 

2. Introduction of whole note and whole rest: 
8. teacher tells the children the name of the note and 

rest, how many beats they receive, and the rhythm 
duration syllable for the whole note 

b. children chant whole note from flash card 

3. "Hot Cross Buns": 
8. children find whole notes and whole rests in the song 
b. children find half notes and quarter notes in the 

song 
c. children chant the rhythm 
d. children say the names of the notes in rhythm and 

finger for phrase 1 
e. children play phrase 1 on the recorder 
f. teacher explains that this is a phrase, and asks 

children to find other like phrases 
g. students mark phrases with arches in the music 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: children review all rhythms learned 
by first chanting and then playing the rhythm patterns 
notated on the flash cards. 

2. "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. children review phrase 1 
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b. children learn phrase 2 using the technique outlined 
in lesson 8 

c. children play the entire song 

3. Part Two of "Hot Cross Buns" (inversion): 
a. teacher asks the children to find the phrase which is 

all rests (phrase 3) 
b. teacher asks the children to compare the rhythm of 

phrase one of "Hot Cross Buns", part one and part two 
children say the name of the notes in rhythm and 
finger phrase 1 of Part Two 

d. children play all of Part Two of "Hot Cross Buns" 
class splits and half play part 1 and half part 2 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



Unit I Lessons 1-9 
Introduction to the Recorder 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

ConceE..~_~nd S~!.l.~ 

Introductory material: 
1. Historical background 
2. Characteristic timbre 
3. Different members of a recorder consort 
4. Parts of the recorder 
5. Care of the recorder 

Basic executive skills: 
1. Posture 
2. Hand position 
3. Embouchure 
4. Speed of the air flow 
5. Articulation 

Rhythm: 
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Macro and micro beat patterns and elongations at the 
aural/oral (a/a) and verbal association (v/a) skill levels 

pitch: 
roi-Ie-do and dO-Ie-mi at the a/o and via ski 11 levels 

Form: 
aaba 

Learning Sequence Activities (hereafter, LSA): 
Rhythm Unit I, Section A, # 1-4. Macro and micro beat 

patterns in usual duple at the a/o skill level 

Tonal Unit I, Section At *' 1-4. Tonic and dominant 
patterns in major tonality 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. Learning Sequence Activities (LSA): Rhythm Unit I, 
Section A, II. The students are asked to move informally 
to a recording of Renaissance soprano recorder music. The 
teacher asks them to "make up a dance" .. 

2 .. Students are asked how old they think this music is, and 
other relevant questions to lead them to discover that the 
recorder is an old instrument.. Chi ldren read in recorder 
booklet prepared by the instructor, p. 1. (see Appendix C) 

3. Children listen to some more of the recording and the 
teacher asks them to describe the tone quality of the 
recorder in terms of loud, soft, harsh, or gentle. 

4 .. Teacher demonstrates alto, bass, tenor, and sopranino 
recorders and asks chi ldren to relate the size of the 
recorder to the highness and lowness of the sound. 

5. Children listen to a recording of Renaissance recorder 
consort music. 

6. Teacher passes out recorders to the students. The parts 
of the recorder are pointed out. 

1. Teacher and children dtscuss the care of the recorder. 

1. Learning Sequence Activities: Rhythm Unit I, Section A, 
#1. Students are asked to move in groups of two or three 
to a recording of soprano Renaissance recorder music. 

2. The students read and do exploratory activities as 
outlined in recorder booklet on pp. 4-7. 
3. The students echo rhythm patterns on mi. Good sound and 
use of the tongue is stressed. 

4. Children review care of the recorder, clean and put away 
recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Seetion A, '2. To a tambourine 
beat the students are asked to walk eight steps (beats) and 
to pass the rhythm stick he is holding to the closest child 
on beat eight. 

2. Chi Idlen review correct executive ski 11s for posture, 
hand position, embouchure, air pressure, and articulation. 
The teacher asks a child to demonstrate and then for 
comments from other children upon the execution. 

3. The children do exploratory activity on p. 9 of the 
booklet. 

4. The children echo play rhythm patterns formed by the 
syllables in a classmates name on mi. Children are asked 
to count the number of syllables in a name, and then asked 
how many times they will have to use their tongue. 

s. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Les~l!.._U~~~~~~~ 

1. Learning Sequence Activities: Rhythm Unit I, Section A, 
.3. To a drum beat the children are asked to keep "big" 
beats in the feet and "little" beats in the arms. Class 
practices together at first and then does it in groups of 
threes. 

2. Teacher states that today we are going to learn a new 
note. The children are asked to find re on the fingering 
chart in the recorder booklet (p. 10). 

3. Chi ldren echo chant and then echo play rhythm patterns 
on reo 

4. Children echo sing on a o'::lJtral syllable mi-re patterns. 

5. Children echo sing using tone syllables while fingering 
on the recoraer mi-re patterns. 

6. Children clean and put away recorders. 

7. Chi ldren are encouraged to take home recorders and do 
the various exploratory activities in the recorder booklet. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

LesS~I!.~;.ocedur~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section A, f1. Children listen to 
an entire tonal pattern sung on a neutral syllable by the 
teacher. The children are asked to sing back only the 
first tone. First this is done as a group, and then 
indi vidually. 

2. Children review all executive skills. 

3. Children review mi and re by echoing rhythmic patterns 
each note individually. 

4. Children review mi and re in combination by echoing: 
a. hum the pattern on a neutral syllable 
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b. echo sing the pattern with tone syllables and finger 
c. echo play 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section A, U. Continuation of 
lesson 5. 

2, Introduction of new note do: 
children are asked to look up fingering in recorder 
boo'det (po 10) 

b. children chant and then echo play rhythm patterns on 
do 

3. Review of mi and re: 
a. te1'!cher calls on individual to echo playa particular 

pitch 

4. Work on "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. children sing the song and count the number of 

phrases 
b. teacher draw arches on the chalk board to represent 

phrases 
children sing the song again and are asked to find 
like and unlike phrases 

d. teacher marks the form of the song over the arches 

5. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTA.L GROOP 

Les~'!.1!-.2Jroc:~dur~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section A, f2. Teacher sings two 
patterns from the class patterns and finishes each pattern 
by singing nthis is the resting tone" on the tonic pitch. 
Then the class is asked to sing the resting tone after the 
teacher has sung the pattern. 

2. Recorder warm up: children echo patterns of macro and 
micro beats on mi, re and do. 

3. "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. children sing 
b. chi IdreD review the "lumber of phrases and form 
c. teacher gives children a copy of the diagram of form 

and words for the song (see Appendix C) 
d. teacher sings the first phrase with a neutral 

syllable, without rhythm; children echo sing 
e. teacher sings pitches of first phrase with tone 

syllables, without rhythm; children echo sing 
f. teacher sing first phrase with tone syllables, 

wi thout rhythm; children echo sing and finger on the 
recorder 

g. teacher plays the tones of the first phrase, without 
rhythm; chi ldren echo play 

h. teacher chants phrase one with rhythm duration 
syllables; chi ldren echo chant 

1. teacher plays phrase 1 wi th both rhythm and pi tches; 
children echo play 

j. teacher asks: "What phrases are like phrase 11" 
k. children play all like phrases; teacher plays the 

contrasting phrase 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Lesson 8 Procedure 
'f':"'"'LsA:----r~tinft I, Section A, '2. Teacher asks the 
children to sing the "resting tone" for several class 
patterns. Then children are asked to do this individually. 

2. "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrase 1 of the song using the 

technique outline in lesson 7 
c. chi ldren learn the contrasting phrase of the song 

using the technique outlined in lesson 7 
d. teacher plays the entire song, children echo play 

3. Inversion of "Hot Cross Buns": 
teacher shows children "steps" for "Hot Cross Buns" 
and asks the children to sing while she points to the 
steps 

b. children play while the teacher points to the steps 
teacher guides the children in singing the inversion 
while pointing to the steps 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Les~~n_9 Proce~l!.!.~ 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section A, 14. The children are 
asked to keep the beat they hear on the hand drum 
in both their hands and feet, by clapping and marching. 
After doing this as a group children are asked to perform 
individually. 

2. "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. children sing 
b. children play 

3. Inversion of "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. chi ldren sing 
h. teacher sings phrase 1 on a neutral syllable, without 

rhythm; children echo sing 
teacher sings phrase 1 with tone syllables, without 
rhythm; children echo sing and finger on the recorder 

d. teacher plays the tones of phrase 1 on the recorder; 
chi ldren echo play 
teacher chant the rhythm of phrase 1 with rhythm 
syllables; children echo chant 

f. teacher combines pitches and rhythm of phrase land 
plays on the recorder; children echo play 

g. entire process is repeated for the contrasting phrase 
h. children are divided into two groups; groups 

alternate playing each part 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



Unit II 

Rhythm: 

Lessons 10-12 
Special Valentine' 5 Day Composition Project 
Song material: poem, "Roses are Red" 

CONTROL GROUP 

Introduction of triple meter 
Review of quarter notes and half notes 
Introduction of dotted half note 

pitch: 
Review of the notation and fingerings for G-A-B 

Form: 
Review of repetition and contrast 
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CONTROL GROUP 

~'lU~t._!.k~Jd~rocedure 

1. Teachers writes poem, "Roses and Red" on the chalJcboard. 

2. Ch ildren read poem wi th teacher lead i"9, and fi rmly 
establishing a triple meter feeling_ 

3. Teacher tells the children that the rhythm of the poems 
moves in threes. 

4. Teacher asks children to read the poem again and decide 
upon the number of phrases in the poem. Children mark the 
phrases wi th arches. 

5. Children say poem again and clap the rhythm of the 
words. Teacher asks children to listen for the words wi th 
the longer sounds (red, blue, etc.). 

6. Teacher asks children to count the number of beats which 
are clapped on the longer words. 

7. Teacher writes the rhythmic notation above the words 
which receive three beats. 

8. Children clap the poem again and are asked to listen for 
quarter note words. 

9. Teacber notates quarter notes above tbe appropriate 
words. 

10. Children chant and then clap the rhythm of the poem 
from the notation. Teacher points to the notation. 

11. Children are asked to make up a tune using G-A-B. 
Teacher suggest starting and ending the song on a G or B. 
Teacher wr i tes the pi tch name under the words as the 
children suggest them. 

12. After phrase I is completed, the teacher plays it and 
asks for suggestions for changes. 

13 .. Process is repeated for each phrase of the song. 
Children are encouraged to consider repetition and 
contrast. 

14. Children notate song on a staff on the chalkboard. 
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15. Teacher tells children she will make individual copies 
of the song (see Appendix C). 

16. Chi ldren learn on recorder: 
chant rhythm 

b. say the names of the notes and finger for phrase 
c. play phrase 1 
d. process is repeated for phrases 2, 3, and 4. 

17. Children invite the classroom teacher in to give her a 
musical Valentine. They decide to sing it first and then 
play it. 



Uni t II Lessons 10-12 
Special Valentine's Day Composition Project 
Song material: poem, "Roses are Red" 

EXPERIMENTA.L GROUP 

Concept~I!~l£!'!'~_s_ 

Rhythm: 
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Macro and micro beat patterns in usual triple at the a/o 
and v/a skill levels 

pitch: 
Review of mi-re-do and do-re-mi and fingering 
New interval of roi-do and fingering 

LSA: 
Rhythm Unit I, Section A, #5; Section B, t1-3 
Macro and micro beat patterns in usual duple at the a/o 
skill level 
Macro and micro patterns in usual triple at the a/o skill 
level 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

~~~~'!~ ]J!L_!l.r_<!,!~~Pro~dure 

1. Children echo teacher, phrase by phrase in reciting poem 
lIRoses are Red." 

2. Teacher asks for the number of phrases. Each phrase is 
represented by an arch which is drawn on the chalkboard. 

3. Teacher starts process of composing a tune for the poem 
by offering two possibilities for the first phrase using 
combinations of the tone syllables mi-re-do. Children sing 
each and decide which they like better. 

4. Children are asked to offer suggestions for the second 
phrase using combinations of mi-re-do. They are encouraged 
to sing inside their head, and then to sing it on "loa" for 
the class. Children decide which suggestion they like the 
best. 

5. Process is repeated for the third and fourth phrases of 
the song. Children are encouraged to consider repetition 
and contrast. 

6. Children sing final version of the song and discuss the 
form. 

7. Teacher makes a diagram of the form of the song and the 
words and gives a copy to each child (see Appendix C). 

8. Children learn on recorder: 
a. teacher sings tones of phrase 1 on a neutral 

syllable; children echo sing 
b. teacher sings tones of phrase 1 with tone syllables; 

children echo sing and finger on the recorder 
teacher play!; the tones of phrase 1; children echo 
play 

d. teacher chants rhythm syllables for phrase 1; 
children echo chant 
teacher plays phrase 1 with both pitch and rhythm; 
chi ldren echo play 

f. same process is repeated for each phrase 

9. Practice of "Valentine" using a relay technique: 
group of 4 children play phrase 1, 4 more phrase 2, etc. 

10. Chi Idren invite classroom teacher to come hear thei r 
musical Valentir.8 to her. They decide to sing it first, 
then play it and then sing it again. 
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LSA for the three lessons: Rhythm Unit: I, Section A, IS. 
Chi ldren are asked to walk to the micro beat and clap micro 
beats to macro and micro beats in usual duple meter which 
are performed on a hand drum by the teacher. 

Rhythm Unit I, Section B, II. Children are asked to move 
informally to a recording of "Greensleeves" played by a 
recorder consort (usual triple meter). 

Rhythm Unit I, Section B, 12. Children are asked, 
indi vi dually r to skip for eight beats and to hand the 
rhythm stick to the closest classmate on beat eight. 

Rhythm Uni t I r Section B. 43. Chi IClren are asked to keep 
macro beat in feet and to shake arms to the micro beat. 



Unit III Lessons 13-2~ 
Song Material: "Temple Bells" 

CONTROL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of quadruple meter 
Review of quarter and half notes from notation 

Pitch: 
Review of notation and fingering of G-A-B 
Intraouction of notation and fingering for low E 

Form: 
aaba 
Introduction of terms, introduction, coda, ostinato 
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CONTROL GROUP 

Les sQ.!Ll~~cedl!~~ 

1. Recorder warm up: 
children echo rhythm patterns on B, A, and G; executive 
ski lIs are stressed. 

2. Children review known songs. 

3. Tennis ball exercise in preparation for fingering low E: 
a. children sit in a circle 
b. a child holds the b~ll with the left hand using 

thumb, index, middle, and ring fingers, and passes 
the ball to his own right hand grasping it with 
thumb, index and middle fingers. Child passes the 
ball to the student on the right. This child must 
take the ball in his left hand, using only thumb, 
index, middle and ring fingers. 

the game proceeds uoti 1 the ball as been passed around 
the circle 

d. the game is repeated a second time; this time the 
children must pass the ball to a beat which is 
played by the teacher on a hand drum. 

4. Introduction of low E: 
children are asked to look up fingering on p. 13 in 
CR 

b. Children echo teacher on rhythm patterns on low E 
children are encouraged to blow softly for low 
notes, and to cover the holes with the pads of the 
fingers 

5. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

LessC!..n __ ~r:~~q,~C!~!.! 

1. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on B, A, G, E 

2. Flash card drill: 
a. children review G-A-B by saying and playing 

3. Introduction notation for low E: 
children are shown a flash card with low E, and 
asked if it is a line or space note, and if it is 
higher or lower than G, or than B 

4. "Temple Bells": 
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a. children are asked to look at the song on p. 13 in £.!, 
and to count the number of E I s 

b. children are asked to read the words of the song 
c. children and teacher discuss meaning of the words 
d. children are asked to mark phrases in the music 
e. children are asked which phrases have the new note E 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Less~n __ ~~;.~~q~~1! 

1. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo E-G, G-A, and G-E patterns in 

preparation for nTemple Bells" 

2. "Temple Bells:" 
a. children review number and location of the phrases in 

the song 
b. teacher asks chi ldren wha t the meter is, and how many 

beats are in each measure 
c. children review rhythm duration syllables for the note 

values 
d. children chant the rhythm of the song 

children say the names of the pitches in phrase 1, in 
rhythm, while fingering 

f. children play phrase 1 

3. Children clean and put away recorder. 



CONTROL GROUP 

Les~C?!!.~!.~_~~C2.~~~~ 

1. Recorder warm up: 
a. children play "Hot Cross Buns" from book 
b. children echo melodic patterns used in the first 

phrase of "Temple Bells" 

2. "Temple Bells": 
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chi ldren are asked to find in the rr.usic, the melodic 
patterns they had echoed in the warm up time 

h. children say the names of the pitches in rhythm 
while fingering for phrase 1 

c. chi ldren play phrase 1 
d. children are asked if phrase 2 is the same or 

different (same) 
e. children play phrase 2 
f. children are asked to look at the pitches in phrase 

3, and to decide if these pitches are used in the 
same order as in another song they have learned ("Hot 
Cross Buns") 

g. children are asked if the rhythm is the same as "Hot 
Cross Buns" (no) 

h. children chant the rhythm of phrase 3 
i. children say the names of the pitches in rhythm while 

fingering 
j. children play phrase 3 

3. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 

1. Recorder warm up; 
a. children echo rhythm pa tterns on all know pi tches 

2. Flash card drill: 
a. children are asked to say and then play the pitches 

notated on the cards (all pitches are notated in half 
notes) 

3. "Temple Bells": 
a. children review form of the song 
b. children review the first three phrases of the song 

by saying and fingering, and then playing 
c. children learn phrase 4 using the same procedure 
d. children play the enti re song 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card eSrill: 
a. children are asked to chant and then play the rhythm 

patterns notated on the cards (all patterns are taken 
from "Temple Bells") 

2. Finger drill for hole covering: 
a. teacher points to combinations of diatonic tones 

(such as E-G, G-A, etc.); children finger ·these 
intervals, concentrating on feeling the holes under 
their fingers 

b. children play these same intervals (all intervals are 
taken from those in "Temple 8ells") 

3. "Temple Bells n 
a. children play 
b. teacher suggests adding a resonator bell 

c. ~~~~~~~n!:~~; children a flash card with 0\ d 
notated on it, and asks them to chant and then patch 
the rhythm 

d. teacheI gives one child an E bell and another a B 
bell; they are asked to play the rhythm on the bells 
while the rest of the class patches the rhytl-am 

e. teacher tells children that a repeated pattern like 
this is called an ostinato 

f. children take turns playing the ostinato pattern 
while others play "Temple Bells" on the recorder 

4. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROlJP 

1. Flash card drill: (same as lesson 18) 

2. Finger drill: (same as lesson 18) 

3. "Temple Bells": 
8. children play 
h. children play with resonator bell ostinato 

accompaniment 
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c. teacher suggest that they begin and end with the 
bells; children decide to repeat the ostinato pattern 
four times at the beginning and four times at the end 

d. teacher introduces the terms "introduction" and 
"coda" 
children decide upon a format for a performance of 
"Temple Bells" (Introduction, Play on the recorder, 
Sing, Coda) 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

LeSSI!!!._~~_~~'!-~~t!I;!~~ 

1. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on known pitches 

2. nTemple Bells": 
a. children practice several times, taking turns playing 

the ostinato 

3. Children invite classroom teacher to hear the new song 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



Unit III Lessons 13-20 
Song Material: "Temple Bells n (Worship Time) 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of macro and micro beat patterns at the a/o and 
via skill levels 

pitch: 
Review of mi-re-do at the a/o and via ski 11 levels, and 
fingering 
Introduction of low 1a- do at the a/o and via skill 
levels, and fingering 

Form: 
aaba 
Terms introduction, coda, and ostinato 

LSA: 
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Tonal unit I, Section A., #-3: tonic and dominant patterns 
in major tonality at the a/o skill level 

Rhythm Unit I, Section B, #4 and #5: macro and micro 
beat patterns in usual triple at the a/o skill level 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section A f3. Children echo one 
familiar tonic pattern in major tonality sung by the 
teacher, first as a group. and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on known pitches 
b. children play "Valentine" and "Hot Cross Buns" 

3. "Temple Bells" 
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a. children listen to teacher sing the song, and are 
asked to decide a good name for the song; they decide 
upon "Worship Time" 

b. children listen to the song again and count the 
number of phrases 

c. children listen to the song again and decide the form 
of the song 

d. children sing song with the teacher 
e. children sing song alone 

4. eh i ldren clean and put away recorder s. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Les~~_l:.~ _~C!£~du!:e 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section A, 13 and #4; continuation 
of lesson 13. 

2. Tennis ball activity in preparation for fingering low 
la (see Control Lesson 13). 

3. "Worship Time": 
a. children sing 
b. children draw the phrases and review the form 
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c. teacher gives children a diagram of fCtrm and words of 
song 

4. Introduction of low la: 
8. teacher explains "Worship Time" uses a new note, low 

1. 
b. children look up fingering on page 10 of the recorder 

booklet 
c. children echo teacher playing rhythm patterns on low 

1. 
d. teacher stresses the importance of blowing softly and 

of using the pads of the fingers to cover the holes 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section A, H. Children are asked 
to echo one familiar dominant pattern in major tonality, 
individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on known pitches 
b. children echo tonal patterns in preparation for 

"Worship Time"; pattern is first echo sung on a 
neutral syllable, then on tone syllables and 
fingered, and then echo played on the recorder. 

3. "worship Time" 
a. children sing 
b. teacher sings pitches of phrase 1 on a neutral 

syllable, without rhythm; children echo sing 
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teacher sings tones of phrase 1 with tone syllables, 
without rhythm; children echo sing and finger on 
recorder 

d. teacher plays pitches of phrase 1, without rhythm; 
children echo play 
teacher chants rhythm syllables for ph.rase 1 i 
children echo play 

f. teacher plays phrase 1 wi th both pi tches and rhythm; 
children echo play play 

g. children play all like phrases of the song: teacher 
plays contrasting phrase 

4. Children clean and p'Jt- i'lw<'Iy recorders. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

LeS~~I!_!.?....proc~~~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section is. Children are asked to 
echo sing one tonic and one dominant pattern in major 
tonality, first as a group, and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children sing and then play "Hot Cross Buns'! 
b. chi ldren are asked what the tonal pattern is on the 

words "Hot Cross Buns" (mi-re-do) 

3. "Worship Time": 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrase 1 on the recorder following 

the steps outlined in lesson 15 
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teacher sings the tones of phrase 3, without rhythm, 
and asks the children if they another song which has 
this tune ("Hot Cross Buns") 

d. children learn phrase 3 using the same procedure 
out I ioed in lesson 15 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

~~~O_IlJ.1._~~~~~ure 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section B, 14. Children are asked 
to keep the macro beat in hands and feet by marching in 
place and patching, to macro beats in usual triple played 
by the teacher on a hand drum. This is done first as a 
group, and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on know pitches 

3. "worship Time": 
a. children sing 
b. children review form 

children review each phrase using procedure outlined 
in lesson 15 

d. children play the entire song 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GRO'JP 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section B, is. Children, as a 
group, are asked to walk to the macro beat which they hear 
on a drum, and clap the micro beats which they hear being 
tapped by a penci 1 on the rim of the drum. 

2. Finger drill for covering hole of the recorder: 
a. teacher writes intervals used in "Worship Time" 

chalk board (la-do, do-re, etc.) 
b. children are asked to finger these intervals she 

softly sings and points to the interval 
c. children sing interval and finger 
d. children play intervals 

3. "Worship Time": 
a. children sing 
b. children play 

4. Children add resonator bell ostinato accompaniment using 
same process as outlined in Control Lesson 18. 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section C, #1. Children are asked 
to choose a pitch on the recorder and then to echo two 
familiar macro and micro beat patterns in usual duple 
meter. 

2. nWorship Time": 
a. children sing 
b. children play 

teacher suggests that they begin and end with the 
bells; children decide to repeat the ostinato pattern 
four times at the beginning and four times at the end 

d. teacher introduces the terms "introduction" and 
"coda" 
children decide upon a format for a performance of 
"Worship Time" for the classroom teacher 
(Introduction, Sing, Play, Sing, Coda) 

3. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Le~~~ll_ 2.! _J?.;.qs:_~~,:! ~~ 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit r, Section C, #2. Children are asked 
to do the same thing they did yesterday (echo rhythm 
patterns on the recorder), but also to add stepping the 
beat. 

2. "Worship Time": 
a. children sing 
b. chi ldren play 
c. children practice with ostinato accompaniment, 

introduction and coda 

3. Children invite classroom teacher to hear the new song 
which they have learned. 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



Unit IV Lessons 21-24 
Song Material: "Juhan 

CONTROL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of quadruple meter 
Review of quarter note and half notes from notation 

pi tch: 
Review of notation and fingering of G-A-8 
Introduction of notation and fingering of C 

Form: 
aaab 
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CONTROL GROUP 

Lesson ~V..E...~cedu~~ 

1. Recorder warm up: 
a. a child is asked to choose a pitch and tnen to play 

the rhythm of his/her name on it; the class echoes; 
good tone and use of the tongue is stressed 

2. Introduction of new note C 
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a. teacher asks children to turn to p. 15 in CR, and to 
look at the fingering for the new note C 

h. children finger it on recorder 
c. children echo teacher playing rhythm patterns on C 
d. children play the rhyme "Jack be Nimble", phrase 1 on 

B and phrase 2 on C 

3. Children review an old song, "Valentine". 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

1. Flash card drill: 
chi ldren are asked to ident ify the pi tches notated 
flash cards 

b. children play the pitches notated on flash cards 

2. Introduction of notation for C 
children look a notation of C on a flash card and 
discuss that it is a space note like A, and that it 
is higher than both A and B 

b. children play the pitch C while looking at the card 

3. "Juba": 
a. teacher asks children to read the words of the song 

and to decide what "Juba" is 
b. teacher asks children to find the phrases in the 

song; it is suggested that they should look for the 
longer notes, as well as words, because often a 
musical phrase ends with a longer note 

c. children mark phrases in music with arches 
d. teacher asks children to count the number of Cs in 

the song. 

4. Children playa song of their choosing ("Jack be 
Nimble") . 

5. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 
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CONTROL GROUP 

Les~~Il~L~~C!.~'!f.! 

1. Recorder warm up and note reading drill: 
a. each child draws a slip of paper upon which is 

written the letter name for a pitch; he/she is asked 
to wr i te the letter on the board and then to notate 
the pitch on the staff 

b. class plays the notated pitch 

2. "Juba": 
a. teacher asks childrerl what the meter is 
b. children chant the rhythm for phrase 1, and are asked 

if any other phrases have the same rhythm 
c. children chant the rhythm for the entire song 
d. children say pitch names in rhythm and finger for 

notes in phrase 1 
e. children play phrase 1 
f. children are asked if pitches for phrases 1, 2 and 

are the same or different 
g. children say pitch names in rhythm and finger for 

notes in phrase 2 and phrase 3 
h. children play phrases 1, 2, and 3 

3. Children clean and put away recorders. 

~~~~~~-~! -~~~-~~~ 

1. Recorder warm up and note reading drill: continuation 
of lesson 23. 

2. "Juba":; 
a. children review of phrases 1,2 and 3 by fingering the 

notes and saying pitch names in rhythm 
b. children learn !)hrase 4 using the same process 
c. children play the entire song 
d. children practice the song with two or three 

individuals playing a phrase, in a relay fashion 

3. Children clean and put away recorders. 

4. Chi ldren are encouraged to take recorders home <lnd to 
practice over semester break. 



Unit IV Lessons 21-24 
song Material: "Juba" 

Conc~~!! __ '!.~ Skills 

Rhythm: 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Review of macro and micro beat patterns at the a/o and 
via skill levels 

pitch: 
Review of mi-re-do at a/o and vIa skill levels; and 
fingerings 
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Introduction of mi-fa and fa-mi at the a/o and via skill 
levels; and fingering 

Form: 
aaab 

LSA: 
Tonal unit I, Section A, 15: tonic and dominant patterns 
in major tonality at the a/o skill level 
Tonal Unit I, Section B, 11, 2, and 3: tonic and dominant 
patterns in minor tonality at the a/o skill level 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section #5. Children are asked to 
echo one tonic and one dominant pattern in major tonality, 
first as a group, and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns 

designated by the teacher 

3. "Juba": 

pi tch as 

teacher sings the song and asks the children what do 
they think I1Juba" is 

b. teacher sings song and asks children to draw the 
phrases in the air 
teacher sings song and asks chi ldren to decide the 
form 

d. children sing song with teacher 
e. children sing song alone 

4. Children choose an old song to first sing and then play 
on the recorder ("Worship Time") 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Les~~J!._~L r:~2.-~~q1!;'~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section B,:lt1. Children are asked 
to sing only the first tone of a tonic or dominant pattern 
in minor tonality which is sung by the teacher. First this 
is done as a class, and then individually. 

2. IntrodUction of new note fa 
children are asked to look up the fingering for fa 
fingering chart on p. llJ in the recorder booklet 

b. children finger the note 
c. children echo rhythm patterns on fa 
d. children play "Jack Be Nimble" starting on roi and 

changing to fa on the second phrase 

3. "Juba": 
a. children sing 
h. children review number of phrases and form 

4. Children choose an old song to play. ("Valentine!!) 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

~~IL£.3~c..!.c!"!.~! 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit:. I. Section B, t2a Teacher sings a 
tonic pattern in minor tonality and concludes by singing 
"this is the resting tone" (on the tonic pitch). The 
children are then asked to sing the resting tone after the 
teacher has sung the pattern. Several are done as a class, 
then children do it individually. 

2. "Juba": 
a. children sing and and teacher passes out a diagram of 

the form to each child (see Appendix C) 
h. teacher sings tones ·of ph:ase 1. with a neutral 

syllable, but without:. rhythm; children echo sing 
teacher sings tones of phrase 1, with tone syllables, 
but without rhythm; children finger and echo sing 

d. teacher plays tones of phrase 1 without rhythm; 
children echo play 

e. teacher chants the rhythm of phrase 1 with a neutral 
syllable; children echo play 

f. teacher chant the rhythm of phrase 1 with rhythm 
syllables; children echo play 

9. teacher plays phrase 1 with both pitch and rhythm; 
children echo play 

h. children discuss that the first three phrases are the 
same 

i. children play the first three phrases; teacher plays 
the last phrase 

3. Children clean and put away recorder. 

Les~on 24J.!...ocect1!.r~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section S, #3. Children echo on a 
neutral syllable one tonic pattern in minor tonality, first 

a class and then individually. 

2. "Juban: 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrases 1,2, and 3 using the process 

outlined in lesson 23 
c. children learn the last phrase using the process 

outl ioed in lesson 23. 
d. children play the entire song 



3. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 

4. Children are encouraged to take home recorders and to 
~ractice over the semester break. 
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Unit V Lessons 25-30' 
SC"ng Material: "My Kayak" 

~r'!..~t~~~_s..~!J __ ~ 

Rhythm: 

CONTROL GROUP 

Review of quadruple meter 
Review of quarter note, quartet: rest, half note, and 
dotted half note from notation. 

Pitch: 
Review of notation and fingerings for G. A, S, C 
Introduction of notation and fingering low D 

Form: 
aaba 
D.C. al Fine 
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CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children chant rhythm patterns notated on cards 
b. children clap rhythm patterns notated on cards (all 

patterns are taken from liMy Kayak") 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on a pitch designated 

by teacher; good executive skills are stressed 

3. Introduction of low 0: 
d. children are asked to look up fingering for low D 

p. 17 of CR 
b. children fInger the new note 
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teacher reminds the children to blow very softly, to 
tongue very gently, and to use the pads of fingers 

d. children echo rhythm patterns on low D 

4. Children review an old song, "Juba". 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. a child is chosen to hold the cards 
b. children play the rhythm patterns notated on the 

cardR on the pitch designated by the child holding 
the cards 
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2. Tennis ball exercise in preparation for moving from G to 
low D: 

8. children sit in a circle 
b. child is asked to pass the tennis ball from his own 

left hand to his own right hand using only thurn)), 
middle, and index fingers, and then on to the person 
to his right 
teachet stresses using pads of fingers to grip the 
ball 

d. teacher and children chant "left-right- as the hall 
moves around the circle 

e. the children pass the ball around a second time 
keeping in time to a steady beat: which is played by 
the teacher on a hand drum 

3. Introduction of notation of low 0: 
children are asked to turn to p. 17 in CR, and to 
describe the staff position of low 0 

b. children are asked to count the number of low Os in 
"My Kayak" 
teacher asks children which words from the text of 
the song will be played on low D 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



Le~<!I! _~?._~C!-c_~u-!..~ 

1. Flash card drill: 

CONTROL GROUP 

children are asked to identify the pitches notated 
the cards by letter name 

b. children are asked to play the pi tches on the 
recorder 

2. liMy Kayak" 
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a. children discuss the meaning of the werds in the song 
b. teacher explains what D.C. a1 Fine means 
c. children find and mark phrases in the music 
d. children are asked what the meter of the song is 

children chant rhythm of entire song; teacher reminds 
them to follow the D.C. sign 

3. Children choose and play an old song, "Juba" 

4. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children play the pitches on cards as a group, and 

then individually 

2. Finger drill for covering holes: 
children finger interval combinations which are 
written on the chalk board, G-low D. A- low 0, B-A-G; 
teacher points to the pattern 

b. children play the patterns as teacher points to them 

3. "My Kayak" 
children say pitch names of notes in rhythm while 
fingering for phrase 1 

h. children play phrase 1 
c. children discover phrase 2 is the same as phrase 1 
d. children repeat the same process for phrase 2 

children play phrases 1 and 2, teacher plays phrase 
3, and children make the da capo 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

L Flash card drill: 
a. an individual child is asked to play the pitch 

notated on the card; the next child in the circle 
must decide if it is correct; if it is not, he/she 
must play the correct pitch 

2. Recorder warm up: 
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a. children play the rhyme "Jack Be Nimble" using the 
pitch G for phrase 1, and low 0 for phrase 2; this is 
repeated using A and low D 

3. "My Kayak": 
a. children review phrases 1,2, and 4 using the 

technique outlined in lesson 28 
b. children learn phrase 3 using the technique outlined 

in lesson 28 
c. children play all of liMy Kayak" 
d. children discuss form of "My Kayak" 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Less~n __ 3_'L~r_~~~~f! 

1. Flash card drill: continuation of lesson 29. 

2. Finger drill exercise: see lesson 28. 

3. "My Kayak": 
a. children review phrase 3 using technique outlined in 

lesson 28 
b. children play entire song 
c. children play in small group of 3 or 4 a specific 

phrase of the song in a relay fashion 

4. Children choose an old song to play, "Juba" • 

5. Children clean a put away recorders. 
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Unit V ~e~so1'1S 25-30 
song Material; "My Kayak" 

EXPERI MENTAL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of macro beat, elongation patterns at the a/o and 
via ski 11 levels 
Introduction of macro, micro, and elongation patterns at 
the symbolic association (s/a) skill level 

pitch: 
Review of mi-re-do-, fa-mi-re-do at the a/o and via skill 
levels; and fingerings 
Introduction of do- low sol, re-low sol, at the a/o and 
via ski 11 levels; and fingerings 
Introduction of mi-re-do at the s/a skill level 

Form: 
aaba 

LS.~: 
Rhythm Unit I, Section C, 13 and #4; macro and micro beat 
patterns in usual duple at the a/o skill level 

Tonal unit I, Section S, #3 and #4; tonic and dominant 
patterns in minor tonality at the a/o skill level 



EXPERIMENTA.L GROUP 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section C, f3. Teacher taps micro 
beats with a pencil. Children are asked to clap with the 
pencil taps. Children then echo two rhythm patterns in 
usual duple meter on a nelitral syllable. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on a pitch designated 

by the teacher; good executive skills are stressed 

3. Introduction of low sol: 
a. children look up fingering on p. U of recorder 

booklet 
b. children finger low sol 
c. teacher reminds chilClren to blow softly, use tongue 

gently, and to use pads of fingers to cover holes 
d. children echo rhythm patterns on low sol 

4. Children review old song "Juba"; 
8. sing 
h. play 

S. "My Kayak": 
8. children discuss what a kayak is 
b. teacher sings song and chi ldren count phrases 

teacher sings song and children listen for like and 
contrasting phrases 

d. teacher sings song again and children decide form 
e. children and teacher sing song together while 

children put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMEN'TAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unl t t, Section C, 14. Teacher plays macro 
beats on a drum and taps micro beats on the rim of the 
drum with a pencil. Children are asked to walk to the drum 
beat and to clap to the pencil taps. Children then echo 
usual duple patterns on a neutral syllable. 

2. Tennis ball exercise: see control lesson 26. 

3. "My Kayak": 
a. children sing and teacher passes out a diagram of 

form and words of song (see Appendix C) 

4. Children review old songs "Juba" and "Hot Cross Bunsll: 
a. sing 
b. play 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 



EXPERIMENTAf~ GROUP 

Less~.1.1 Proced~~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section B, #3. Children echo sing 
a neutral syllable one familiar tonic pattern in minor 
tonality, first as a class and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
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a. children echo rhythm pattet:ns on pitches designated by 
the teacher 

3. liMy Kayakll: 
a. children sing 
b. teacher sings tones of phrase 1, without rhythm, 

neutral syllable; children echo sing 
teacher sings tones of phrase 1, without rhythm, with 
tone syllables; children echo sing and finger 

d. teacher plays the tones of phrase 1, without rhythm; 
chi ldren echo play 
teacher chants the rhythm of phrase 1 wi th rhythm 
syllables; children echo chant 

f. teacher plays phrase 1 wi th both pi tches and rhythm; 
chi ldren echo play 

4. Children review old song "Hot Cross Buns": 
a. children sing 
b. children play 

teacher gives chilc:'xen notation for the song .lnd asks 
them to play it again and to This time follow the 
notation 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Les!!~I! _~Proce~~!=_E! 

1. LSA.: continuation of 1es50n 27. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo sing and then echo play tonal patterns 

which are taken from "My Kayak" 

3. "My Kayak": 
a. children sing' 
h. children review phrases 1 and 2 using process 

outlined in lesson 27 
children play phrases 1, 2 and 4; teacher plays 
contrasting phrase (3) 

4. "Hot Cross Buns": 
children sing' 

b. children play form notation 
c. teacher asks children to point out mi-re-do and 

do-re-mi patterns in the notation 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Lesson ~_:r:;.~cedl!~ 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section S, U. Children echo sing 
on a neutral syllable one familiar dominant pattern in 
minor tonality, first as a group and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
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a. children play "Jack Be Nimble" using do for phrase 1 
and low sol for phrase 2; then re for phrase 1 and 
low sol for phrase 2 

3, "My Kayak": 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrase 1 using process outlin~d in 

lesson 28 
children learn phrase 3 using process outlined in 
lesson 28 

4. "Hot Cross Buns" and the inversion: 
a. children sing 
b. children play from notation 

teacher asks children to find specific rhythm 
patterns in the song, e. g., "Which phrase is 
'du-de, du-de '?" 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Lessoll 30 Proce~I!.;'~ 

1. LSA: continuation of lesson 29. 

2. "My Kayak": 
a. children sing 
b. children review each phrase using the process 

outliiled in lesson 28 
c. children play entire song 
d. children play with 3 or 4 children on a phrase in a 

relay fashion 

3. Teacher asks "What other song has a fa-mi-re-do phrase?" 
(nJuba n) 

a. children sing IIJuba" 
b. children play "Juba n 

4. Chi Idren clean and put away recorders. 



Unit VI Lessons 31-34 
Song Material: "Cricket in the Night" 

CONTROL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of quarter notes and half notes 
Introduction of duple meter 
Introduction of eighth notes 

pitch: 
Review of notation and fingerings of B, A, G 
Introduction of notation and fingering for high D 

Form: 
aabba 
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CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
children chant cards containing quarter and half 
notes 

b. children clap cards 

2. Introduction of eighth notes: 
children are show a card with two eighth notated on 
it 

b. teacher claps the card and the children echo 
children discuss how eighth notes visually differ 
from quarter and half notes 
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d. teacher tells children rhythm duration syllables 
children chant cards with combinations of eighths and 
quarters 

3. Review of old songs "Juba n and "My Kayak" 
a. children play 

4. "Cricket in the Night": 
a. teacher gives children music (see supplementary 

songs, Appendix C) 
b. children are asked why this would be an appropriate 

song for springtime 
children find and mark phrases in music 

5. Chiljren clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children chant and clap rhythm patterns taken from 

"Cricket in the Night" 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on a pitch designated 

by the teacher 

3. "Cricket in the Night"': 
a. children are asked to find a new pitch in the song 
b. children are asked to look on p. 19 in £!! and find 

the fingering for high 0 
c. children finger high 0 
d. children echo rhythm patterns on high 0; teacher 

reminds them not to "shriek" 
e. children are asked what they think the top 2 in the 

meter signature means; teacher confirms 
f. children chant rhythm for entire song 
g. children clap rhythm for entire song 
h. children say the pitch names in rhythm, and finger 

the notes in phrases 1 and 2 
i. children play phrases 1 and 2 

4. Chi ldren review an old song "Temple Bells". 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 

1. Flash card drill: 
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a. children play rhythms notated on flash cards first as 
a group and then indi vidually, all patterns taken 
from "Cricket in the Night" 

2. "Cricket in the Night": 
a. children review phrases 1 and 2 
b. children learn phrases 3, 4, and 5 using the same 

procedure outlined in lesson 32 

3. Review of an old song "My Kayak" 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROO P 

Les~Q.n . ..l..'!~Q.£~I!~ 

1. Flash card drill: continuation of lesson 33. 

2. "Cricket in the Night": 
children review all phrases 

'u. children play the entire song 
c. children play with 3 or 4 on a piuase in a relay 

fashion 

3. Children review an old song "Temple Bells", 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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Unit VI Lessons 31-34 
Song Mat.erial: "Cricket in the Night" 

Concepts ~I!.t!~'! 

Rhythm: 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
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Review of macro and micro beat patterns, and elongations 
at the a/o, via, and s/a skill levels 

Pitch: 
Review of mi-re-do at the a/o, vial and s/a skill levels 
Introduction of high sol-mi at the a/o and via skill 
levels, and fingering 
Introduction of low la-do- re- and re-dc-Ia, and mi-fa at 
the s/a skill level 

Form: 
aabba' 

tSA: 
Rhythm Unit I. Section C, #4, #S. Rhythm Unit I Section 
D, U. Macro and micro beat patterns in \lsual duple and 
triple meters at the a/o skill level. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section C, .4. Children walk in 
place to macro beats and clap micro beats, and echo rhythm 
patterns in usual duple meter on a neutral syllable, first 
as a group and then individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo thythm patterns on a pitch designated 

by the teacher 

3. Review of old song "Juba n : 

a. children sing 
b. children play 
c. teacher gives children notation fOI: "Juba- and asks 

them to play song and look at the notation 
d. teacher asks children to locate mi-fa pattern in the 

notation 

4. "Cricket in the Night": 
a. teacher sings song and asks children why they think 

this is an appropriate song for springtime 
b. teacher sings song and asks children to count the 

number of phrases 
teacher sings song and asks children to decide the 
form 

f. children and teacher sing song together 

S. Children clean and put away recorders and sing new song 
while getting ready to leave. 
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EKPERI MENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section C, '5. Children echo three 
macro and micro beat patterns in usual duple meter while 
keeping macro beat in feet and micro b~at in hands, first 

a group and then individually. 

2. Review of IIJuha ll : 

8. children sing 
h. children play from notation 
c. teacher asks chi ldren to locate the "du" and "du-de" 

patterns from the notation 

3. "Cricket in the Night": 
a. children sing 
b. teacher gives children diagram of form and the words 

of the song (see Appendix C) 
teacher sings tones of phrase 1 on a neutral 
syllable, wi thout rhythm; children echo 

d. teacher sings the tones of phrase 1 with tone 
syllables, without rhythm; children echo sing and 
finger 

e. teacher plays tones of phrase 1; children echo play 
f. teacher chants the rhythm of phrase 1 wi th rhythm 

syllables; children echo 
9". teacher plays phrase 1 wi th both pitches and rhythm; 

children echo play 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

~~~~ll_~_~rSl_~~'!.;'~ 

1. LSA.: continuation of lesson 32. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
a. children echo rhythm patterns on pitch designated by 

the teacher 

3. Introduction of high sol: 
a. teacher asks children to look up the fingering for 

high sol in the recorder hooklet 
b. children finger 

children echo rhythm patterns on high sol; teacher 
reminds children not to "shriek" 

4. j'Cricket in the Night"; 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrase 1 using the technique outlined 

in lesson 32 
children discover that the pitches of phrase 2 are 
the same as phrase 1, but that; the rhythm is 
di fferent 

d. teacher plays the tones of phrase 2 without rhythm; 
chi ldren echo play 
teacher chants the rhythm of phrase 2 wi th rhythm 
duration syPahles; children echo chant 

f. teacher plays both [>i tches and rhythm of phras:: 2; 
chi ldren echo [>lay 

g. children learn phrases 3 and 4 using the procedure 
outlined in lesson 32 

5. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Lesson 34 Procedure 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section 0, U. Children echo macro 
and micro beat pa,tterns in usual triple meter on the 
recorder using the new pitch high sol. 

2. "Cricket in the Night": 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrases 1-4 

children learn phrase 5 using the procedure outlined 
in lesson 32 

d. children play the entire song 

3. Review of old song "Worship Time": 
a. chi ldren sing 
b. children play 

teacher gives children notation (see AppendiK C) and 
asks children to play it again and look at the 
notation 

d. teacher asks children to find the la-do pattern in 
the notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



Uni t VII Lessons 35-38 
song Material: "Scotland's Burning" 

Concept~~_S~!.!.!.:! 

Rhythm: 
Review of duple meter 

CONTROL GROUP 

Review of eighth notes and quarter notes 

pitch: 
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Review of notation and fingerings for low Dr G, A, G, and 
high D 

Form: 
abca 

Texture: 
polyphonic texture 



~~~IL!~~~£.!dure 

1. Flash card drill: 

CONTROL GROUP 
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children identify pitches notated on flash cards (all 
pi tches are taken from "Scotland I s Burning") 

b. teacher plays the pitch notated on a card, and then 
asks class to echo while watching the notation 

2. Review of old song: 
il. children play "Cricket in the Night" ftom notation 

3. "Scotland I s Burning": 
il. teacher and children discuss where Scotland is 
b. teacher hands out manuscript copies of song to 

children; children discuss fire at the local Dairy 
Queen 

c. children find and mark phrases in the music 
d. children are asked the meter 
e. children chant rhythm 
f. children patch rhythm 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

~~t?I;I_~~~~~dure 

1. Flash card drill: continuation of lesson 35. 

2. "Scotland I s Burning": 
a. children clap rhythm 
b. children perform rhythm in a round, group 1 claps and 

group 2 patches 
c. children say the letter names of pitches is phrase 1 

in rhythm and finger 
d. children play phrase 1 
e. children learn phrase ~ using the same procedure 

3. Review of old songs: 
a. children play "Cricket" and IIJuba" from notation. 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children individually play pitches notated on cards 

2. "Scotland's Burning" 
a. chi ldren review phrases 1 and 2 
b. children learn phrases 3 and 4 using the same 

procedure as outl ined in lesson 36 
chi ldren play eot i re song 

3. Review of old songs: 
a. children play "My Kayak" and "Temple Bells" from 

notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

LeS!!9.-UUr-,~.£~~~ 

1. Flash card drill: continuation of lesson 37 

2. "Scotland' 5 Burning": 
a. children review by fingering and saying the pitch 

names in rhythm 
b. children play entire song 
c. children play in a round 

3, Children invite classroom teacher in to hear the new 
songs t}"1·~y have learned which include "Juba n , "My Kayak", 
"Cricket in the Night", and "Scotland's Burning" 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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Unit VII Lessons 35-38 
Song Material: "Scotland's Burning" 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of macro, micro beat patterns and elongations at 
the a/a, via, and s/a skill levels 

pitch: 
Review of mi-re-do, la-do-re at the a/o, vIa, and s/a 
skill levels; and fingerings 
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Introduction of high sol-low sol at the a/o and via skill 
levels 
Introduction of do- low sol, and re- low sol at the s/a 
skill level 

Form: 
abca 

Texture: 
Polyphonic texture 

L8A: 
Tonal Unit I, Section B, 44, 115. Tonic and dominant 
patterns in minor at the a/o skill level 



EXPERI MENTA.L GROUP 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section B, 14. Children echo sing 
on a neutral syllable one familiar dominant pattern in 
minor tonality. A few are done as a class, and then 
children echo individually. 

2. Recorder warm up: 
B. children echo rhythm patterns on a specific pitch 

designated by the teacher; all patterns are taken 
from "Scotland's Burning" 

3. Review of old songs "Cricket in the Nightn and "My 
Kayak": 

a. children sing 
b. children play 

4. "scotland I S Burning": 

lBB 

a. teacher sings song and asks children "What country is 
in trouble?" 

b. children discuss recent fire at the local Dairy Queen 
and suggest changing the words of the song 

c. teacher sings song and asks children to count phrases 
d. teacher sings song and asks children to determine 

form 
e. children and teacher sing song 
f. children sing song alone 

5. Children clean and put awCiy recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Les!l~'.!.2.Lproc~~~~ 

1. LSA: continuation of lesson 36, minor dominant 
patterns. 

2. "Scotland's Burning": 
children sing; teacher passes out diagram of form and 
the words of song (see Appendix C) 

b. teacher sings pitches of phrase 1 with a neutral 
syllable, without rhythm; children echo sing 
teacher sings pitches of phrase 1 with tone 
syllables, without rhythm; children echo sing and 
f i nget 

d. teacher plays pitches of phrase 1 without rhythm; 
children echo play 
teacher chants the rhythm of phrase Ii children echo 
chant 

f. teacher plays phrase 1 with both pitches and rhythm; 
chi ldren echo play 
children learn phrase 2 following same procedure 

3. Relli2w of old song "My Kayak": 
a. children sing 
b. children play (from diagram) 

teacher passes out notation and asks children to play 
it again, this time following the notation 

d. children are asked to find do-low sol, re-low sol, 
and mi-re-do patterns in the notation. 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Less~_~I_Proc~~ 

1. LSA: Ton.,l Unit I, Section B, t5. Children echo slng 
on a neutl:al syllable one familiar tonic and one familiar 
dominant pattern in minor tonality as a class. 

2. "Scotland"s Burning": 
a. children sing 
b. children revie"" phrases land 2 
c. children learn phrases 3 and 4 using the technique 

outlined in lesson 36 
d. children play entire song 

3. Review of old songs "My Kayak" and "Temple Bells": 
a. children sing 
b. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders • 

. ~Et~"-I!.3_8_.~~~edure 

1. LSA: continuation of lesson 37; children echo 
indi vidually. 

2. "Scotland's Burning": 
a. children sing 
b. children review each phrase 
c. childten play entire song 
d. children playas a .round 

3. Children perform the new songs which they have learned 
for the classroom teacher. These include: "My Kayak", 
"Cricket in the Night", "Juba", and "Scotland's Burning". 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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Unit VIrI L",ssons 39-45 
Song Material: "Four in a Boat" 

CONTROL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of quarter notes, eighth notes and half notes 
Introduction of symbol C for common time 

pi tch: 
Review of notation and fingerings for all known pitches 
(G, A, B, C, high D, low E, and low D) 

Form: 
abed 
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CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children chant rhythms notated on cards; all patterns 

are taken from "Four in a Boat" 

2. Review of old song "Scotland's Burning": 
a. children play from notation 
h. children playas a round 
c. children sing and playas a round 

3. "Four in a Boat": 
children find song in CR and discuss that this is an 
American £011<5009 -

b. children find and mark phrases in the music 
t~acher explains what meter symbol C means and asks 
children to mark the four beats in each measure for 
phrase 1 

d. children chant rhythm for phrase 1 
children say pitch names in rhythm for phrase 1 and 
finger 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

Les~2.!!.-..!0-y"~~~~ 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children chant rhythm patterns individually 

2. "Four in a Boat": 
a. children review rhythm of phrase 1 by chanting 
b. children say pitch names in rhythm for phrase 1 and 

finger 
children play phrase 1 

3. Review of old song "Juba": 
a. children play from notation 

4. Chi ldren clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children play rhythm pat.terns notated on cards on a 

specific pitch as designated by teacher 

2. "Four in a Boat": 
a. children review phrase 1 
h. children learn phrase 2 using the same procedure 

outlined in lessons 39 and 49 

3. Review of old song "Temple Bells·: 
a. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children indillidually play rhythms notated on cards 

on a pitch of their choice 

2. "Four in a Boat": 
8. children review phrase 1 
b. children drill on phrase 2: specific intervals are 

isolated for drill (high D to B) 
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c. children sta:r:t to learn phrase 3 using the procedure 
outlined in lessons 39 and 40' 

3. Review of old song "Cricket in the Night": 
a. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



CONTROL GROUP 

1. Flash card drill: 
a. children identify and play pi tches notated on flash 

cards; all pi tches taken from "Four in a Boat" 

2. "Four in a Boat"; 
a. children review phrases 1 and 2 
b. children drill on phrase 3; specific intervals are 

isolated (G-C,) 

3. Review of old song IIScotland 1 s Burning": 
a. children play from notati on 
b. children play in a round 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

1. Flash card dt i 11: 
a. a child is asked to identify the pitches on a card 

and then the entire class plays the card 

2. "Four in a Boat": 
a. children review phrases 1, 2 and 3 
b. children learn phrase 4 using the same procedure 

outlined in lessons 39 and 43 

3. Review of old song "Juba": 
a. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

~~2..~?_~ 

1. Flash card drill: continuation of lesson 44 

2. 1Ipour in a Boat": 
a. children review phrases l, 2, and 3 
b. children drill on phrase 4 
c. children play entire song 

3. Review of old song "Temple Bells": 
a. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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Unit VIII Lessons 39-45 
Song Material: "Four in a Boat!! 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Rhythm: 
Review of macro and micro beat patter os and elongations 
at the a/a, via, and s/a skill levels 

Pitch: 
Review of low sol-do, re-mi at the a/a, via, and s/a 
skill levels; and fingerings 
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Introduction of do-mi, low la-low sol, high 501-re at the 
a/a, via, and s/a skill levels 
Introduction of high sol-mi and high 501-10\0," sol at the 
s/a skill level 

Form: 
abed 

LSA: 
Rhythm Unit t, Section D, #2, #3, #4; macro and micro 
beat patterns in usual triple at the a/o skill level 

Tonal Unit I, Section B, #5; tonic and dominant patterns 
in minor at the a/o ski 11 level 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

~~~Jl_J.~~c:.~~~ 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section D, t2. Children eeno play 
on the recorder usual triple ['Iatterns while keeping the 
macro beat in the feet. 

2. Review of old song "Cricket in the Night": 

3. 

a. children sing 
b. children play iro";! diagram 

teacher gives children notation and children play 
from notation 

d. children are asked to locate the sol-roi interval in 
the notation 

"Four in a Boat": 
a. chi ldren listen to teacher sing song and decide an 

appropriate name for the song 
b. children listen to teacher sing song and decide 

number of phrases in the song 
chi ldren listen to teacher sing song and decide the 
form of the song 

d. children sing song wi th teacher 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Rhythm unit I, Section 0, '3. Teacher taps micro 
beats with a pencil. Children clap to the pencil taps and 
echo rhythm patterns in usual triple on a neutral syllable, 
first as a class and then individually. 

2. "Four in a Boat-: 
a. children sing and teacher passes out diagram of form 

and the words of the song (see Appendix C) 
b. teac:het sings the pitches of phrase 1 on a neutral 

syllable, without rhythmJ children echo sing 
teacher sings the pitches of phrase 1 with tone 
syllables, without rhythm; children echo sing and 
finger 

d. teacher plays the pitches of phrase 1, without 
rhythm; children echo play 

e. teacher chants rhythm of phrase 1 with rhythm 
duration syllables; children echo chant 

f. teacher plays phrase 1 with both pitch and rhythm; 
children echo play 

3. Review of old song "Cricket in the Night": 
a. children sing 
b. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

~~~~_"!!...Lrocedure 

1. LSA: continuation of lesson 49. 

2. "Four in a Bn;:I~lI~ 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrase I 
c. children learn phrase 2 using process outlined in 

lesson 39 

3. Review of old song "Juba": 
a. children sing 
b. children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Les~<?n_ -±LProced~~~ 

1. LSA: Rhythm Unit I, Section D, '4. Children walk in 
place to macro beats and clap micro beats. As a group they 
echo two rhythm patterns in usual triple meter on a neutral 
syllable. 

2. "Four in a Boat": 
a. cUldren sing 
b. children review phrase 1 
c. children drill on phrase 2 (the sol-rni interval is 

isolated) 
d. children start to learn phrase 3 using the procedure 

outl ioed in lesson 39 

3. Review of old song "Scotland's Burning": 
a. children sing 
b. children play form diagram 
c. teacher gives children notation for the song and 

children play from notation 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 

~~S_S_<?2!._il J:~<?c:..edure 

1. LSA: continuation of lesson 42; children perform in 
groups of two. 

2. "Four in a Boat": 
a. children sing 
b. children review phrases 1 and 2 
c. children drill on phrase 3 (do-fa interval is 

isolated) 
d. children learn phrase 4 using the procedure outlined 

in lesson 39 

3. Review of old soog "Scotland' s Burning": 
a. children sing 
b. children play from notation 
c. teacher asks children to locate specific tonal 

patterns in the notation (low sol-do, re-mi, high 
sol) 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

1. LSA: Tonal Unit I, Section B, '5. Children echo sing 
on a neutral syllable one familiar t-.onic pattern and one 
familiar dominant pattern in minor tonality, first as a 
class and then individually. 

2. "Four in a Boatn : 

a. children sing 
h. children drill on phrase 4 
c. children review phrases 1, 2 and 3 
d. children play entire song 

3. Review of old song "Cricket in the Night": 
a. childrr.n sing 
b. children play from notation 

4.. Children clean and put away recorders .. 

Les_l!.~~_~;,~cedu~~ 

1. LSA: continuation of lesson 44. 

2 .. "Four in a Boat": 
8. children sing 
b. children review each of the four phrases and then 

play enti re song 
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c. teacher gives children notation and asks children to 
play song again following the notation 

3. Review of old soog "Temple Bells": 
a. children sing 
b. children play from notatioo 

4. Children clean and put away recorders. 



APPENDIX C 

Investigator-Designed Materials 
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ABOUT THI:: IIU':OIUlI::K 

The recllrder b II very old tn.u .... nt. Even ber.re the pU,Grt .... nll 

puritana .. ttl .. 1n ""I' I::_tr)'. _n and _ in [urope _rc pl.llytn& 

recorderll. They play.cI clHfarent .he. of reec>rder. In r.rour" ";illlad 

conaorta. The ..aUer onea lore blsher pltcb .. -d tMn the larr,er ~ •. nlC 

rlcord.r )'0101 ,,11 1 leorn to pl.y f tree 15 the ."prana. 

IlASS 

Inch •• lufl~ 

[.plo .... toa AeUvUYI Look at the 4Ufere-nt 

:ttl 
Indle.~ lunt; 

AlTO 

811.e. or recorder. in the 

1I1u:arotion. Find the 

soprano flilcorder. 

111', 
Inch ... lunl: '" Inches lung 

2@2 
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PAiTS or TI! II:COIIDEI 

FAONi 

Exploratory Iu::tiYfty: St ... dy the "<1,t,, ot thl" r('t'ordt'r 1n the lllu,tr.::ttJon 

above. Then close your book .md ace he,", IDany p<l.rt, yOIl 

coin nallle on your recorder. 
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CAU OF tHE IECOlDEa 

leur reeoNI' ,. ".!!!! ... 1ed 1ll11trus.nt An' hOt " 'OJ. 
&lUI' ,... baft Uabbe. pl_1UI. Jou and lO v1p. the _lltur. out of 

,. .... r.c __ I'. 

,.u 1_ c1eu_ ... ad tbr .... " ... 11 plu" el '.bde: threush 

the aUt .... 

b. Cl.r.'uU" tvbt the heosd aff the body of the ucorder. Wipe 

CIa ...... OIIt. 

Itow wi,. trOll dI" nd" of d .. band and th" bell (n ,. nov 

uca: ... " t. tau U •• __ 11 oU). 

d. hit tIN race"er kck tOI.~r .~ .tor. it 1ft the c •••• 

SP£CIAI. IIOT!: Alw,. kHp your .. ecorder 1n tbe ca.e when you art! 

DOt uline It. YRI' __ lJhould be on th" cne. 

bploratorr Activity: P"eetic. d •• nin& your !n,nUllleM. 



PLAY UIC mE IEtOJJlER 

~: Sit or st.nd TALL ..men 

playlna. Tbe recorda .. " ~ vlnd 

Inltn.enc. It .. l.,o ... blo to .. Ie 

your vlnd torreetI,. if you .ue not 

slttl"a 01' 11.3ndln; nr3'tht. Ar.a 

1110I,IId h3n~ loo5dy fro. 'he shouldch 

.nd ahould not couch Ildel. 

your chair 10 thOit 

your b.1ck .zoes not 

toucb tile bOick of 

your chiliI'. Witholit 

alU!ltplng uver, rel.1.lt 

your ahoulde ... and acntly shi1ke your 

hands.ttheddeofyourcha1r. 'You 

should feel vcry rcbw:ed! 

Fick up )'01,11' r(,cof<l~r vith your left 

h.nd ;lnd put the mouthpiece on your 

chin. 

'i1ke your right n.:lnd ;lnd hold onto 

the bell. 

Are YOLlt' ;)t'IIIS JlJily rro," your sides: 

Is y"ut' ba.:... OIIJ;)~' fram vour ell .• L r? 

Are your liboulders retaKed'! CRE.n! 
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2.6 

tIM ... fiJapt' covor. tba Urat MI' fro. the top. ".. _,deU_ 

f1n&lr Uflrl ebe 1"* "01. Ir_ tIM! '''P' The I'lni flager conn 
tH cbar. bel' In. _ top. ".. lert "plnky" b not Uled at aU! 

I1lht tw'Id: The rJgt!.t thu_t. 11 placed Oft the back of the recorder ~ the 

f~rth hole. II 'I uled to balance ::Ind support the recorder. 

The ind.a Ullin coven the fourth hole froll. the top. The aiddle 

Ubglr "Coyer. the £ift" hole frOIl th~ top. The ring Cinger cover. 

the sbth hole fra. the top. the "p1nky" covers the hole on the 

"11. 



z. U .. the PADS of,.. .. fI ...... (eM pan.' ,..1' U ... I' 

on the .. ,. .... t. ., .. of ,.. .. ("'PI' un). 

l. lIGn't UM tile TIn .r JINI' "ap .... 
4. DoG't .... Jour U •• n. 

Exploratory Ac:tivUy: I. rlck up your recorder with your l.ft luInd. 

Carefully phce ,our Ungen over the hoi •• 1n the 

lullo"in~ order: th\lmb over the hole on the back of the 

recnrder; IDliea Unger over the rint hole 11'011 the top. 

C:all ,OU "fcel" the rills of the holes "ic' the PADS of 

your thullb and inde. Ungen? h Jour "riet .,rdeht? 

2. Find the fourth hole fro. the top of youI' IUOI'd" ... 

Put JOur Rletn' thllldl .!!!!:!!.!!. thll hola and rest the recCtl'4er 

on your thun. 
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.!!2!!!!!.1 the up of the _uthpbce .. 

,lOCH oa dlo c._tel' of ,0111' lWIII' 111 

hi. !!!!!! .f ,OGI' t •• th. n.. upper Up 

r •• t. on tho top lit the .outhploc: •• 

Th. corllen of eM -..th tuck gentlY 

1 ... n. 

)'0111' mouth. 

~: In the belinnin, aU!!: •• of playin8 the nlcorder, the tQn~ue ill uscd 

tD start each tone. II soft syllable. such .:I;'; "cllI." 1& liS,"", 

Exploratory Activity: Sortl)' Sol)' the .yll.1blc "duo" Y"UI' tongue IIhould hIt 

the roof of your !IOuth jUll M!!!!! your front teeth. .hink 

of pulHnl back your tOIlg"! qutclr.ly. 

Nov dan't Ule your voice bolt, jUllt the tongul. K£AK "du" 

in you r head. 
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Blow!nl: To ,It .. ,1eaainl 10000nd oa the rec:ol'der. tbe ,I.,. ..... t blow ,'11t1, 

tato the 1II.u ..... ,. Of all the tn.tI'~.U tlhktl y,. the vW t. ,roduce the 

....:I. ta.e ncol'da .. ja blOWll ebe lIOa' 11 ... '1,.1 

"'e .. ato!! Ac:UwitYI Ilov atr 011 cb. bult or you.l' band H 'hII' it , .. h war. 
OD 70\11' !wid. If it. b cool. you are blow'lII 100 Urd. 

'1'_\1191 .... Ilovin, 'l'otether: 

EQlornog Activity: T.It,. bl'uth. TUaJr. you UI loin& to rehl .. the air 

With your to"lIJe. Nov blow on tbe back of ,our lYlId. Don', 
forcet to hear the "41,1" 1D your h .. d before you r.lea .. ch, 

ail'. Don tha IiI' teel _n Oft yOUI" haad? It .a.ou14. "

try blovlna :lnto the recorder. le.calIe .. to \1M your tonsUI 

to reI ...... lentI, Itr" of ,air that ~111 .ova thrn,,, 
YCMlr recorder. 

EKploratory Activity: This activity 11 for ,top,in. the IOWld. You "n1 vant 

to "'I' your tongue to do cM .•• 1 _11. lIben)'Ou vant to 

IItop the tOM. touch your ton&"1 to the roof of your meuth, 

rtabc bebind your t .. tb. TU, ,,111 atop the nov of 811', 

and that will ,top lIOu.nd. 

11'7 doin, thla Unt by juat blowln, on the back or your 

hand. Th .. e are tb, atepa: 

Ta"e a bl'uth. 

b. Itel."e vara air with your tOrlJue. 

c. Ilow lently. 

d. When you vant the all' to .top. touch the toque to 

the rooC tl( Jour _uth JUlt behind Jour teeth. 

Nov try the ... thing .,ith Jour rlcol'dll'. 
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..,10 .. 0"" Actl.IFtI Dh acthity ufoI' plsy'na ..... 1 •• of .. t •• , _cb 

., ",cit ...... to .... ,. wtell tIM tOCJ&&Hl. (YOUI' 'CHIIU. b 
lieu, .. '-tol'cat 14 ,I.,.,. elMl I'KIIC"" .. It b __ 

)'l1li tan.l) apia, tt'}' thi. fint Just on tll. back of Jour ..... 
n....ntIMI.tep.1 

, ..... In'Uda. 

b. ..1 .... ,be air _ltII. Jour tOftlIlll. IVT COllU .... to _u 

-lu',- _Id! ,." .. to .... ( du, ...... , duo duo 4u.) !!!!.!!!. 
,. .. tl,.,1_ • 

.......... " .. till_ Up of 10111' toftl".' !!!!! 0' "4,," ,. ,ov.r 

bead. ~ ... ),oul' yolee boa. 

!!!!. • CoatiMlClul Itft .. of ... 1 .. on tbe back. of ~!.Ir hand. 

Yeur 'r •• tlt, .... ..una tlla "du'." vUh tbe tonew •• hould 

be ODe conUlUllY1 fllW, jaC.uuptH onl, by the t.ip of the 

210 

t ...... touchitll tM I"oof of the lIOuth behind thl front teeth. 

!Cow uy thb a ... thlna vltl\ 10\U' rl'corder. Can you hur 

Jour .!Q!E!!. _Unl the .erln or aep.-. .. a'l notes! 

bplaratag ",cu.yley; 'Tbtnk of • rh)'M lueh •• "Jack lie HIG1ble." Play the 

rh1th~ of the Yord, on your recorder. Ih!lH'lIIbcr. alul' the 

lIlt vord. to ItOP the found "lth your toncue! Think or some 

othen and pl.,. thf!lll. 
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"SCOlLAND'S BUR:HilG" 

$JJDlJDIJ J J:JI 
Scotland's "'burning, .scQtland!. burn1ilg.; Look out! Lqok out! 

t\ 

~F ~ r F InD;a if] 
Fire! Fire! Firel FireJ Pour on wat- er pour on Ylat-er. '" N 
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